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J:'/^ ^MtlJC^ilLTJi. Cr. Mo. Mg. Zr.

V. Nb, Hf, Ag. In. Ga. Zn. S n. S

i. Cu. Au. AK Pd. Pt. Pb. Cr. C

o. Ti. ^±m7im. 0. N^*^we.n§c

fmrnw^mm mmw^'y-:) fe^enn^So tA>

[0 0 4 9] i-5i-*]gtii^S^#§fci6}C{i#M0^«(D

mmmamto. 5Q/n&rftt^<Dt'^^^L\.\ =fc

D$fSL<fiO. 4 Q/nJ,;(Ti:-r§o fc/cX. ^MS^

x\ 0. 2Q/nj^±^;-r§£0;bWSH/\ ^v^^jp-e

ma 1 0 0 n Q • mj^(Ti:-r§©*wsLv\ ^mm
m(ommmmii4^-$^^iSiEm^^t)\ »^±2 o no •

mtX±{C|ien^o mmt)^ 1 0 0 n m@g®}fMt*ciiT

o Tiow-to-high^f*^^fig-r§ c t r\ tm^tm^B

[0 0 5 0] [7] umm

hS:«)'5^©±tc^tj-S>n§ (02) o IHSS^ffl

m^trj:t). mm. mm. mzumm. mum. mi

[0 0 5 1] ummmmt. mmm. m^w.
m^sm^. mwmm.. mm^\rLmm\.xm^^i^l

#§o cn^cDMim. mtm. mm. -y-jimim

cfc D*i*wtc(i z n s '^^±mmmiim\t



(10) #lfl2 002-74741

[0 0 5 2] LTti^H^^tf^m^fflv^S
o Z n S % 8 0 m o 1 %. S i

^2 omo 1 %uu(om^-^u^\^rcU'^mummis<)u

<fflV^e.nTV^§o ie^S©±^^T'S§ S b-^T e t

(Y. La. Ce. N dl|) ^fbtlO-td^fe^^ttl.

%i:LT2 Omo 1 %1X±9 Omo 1 %JWT'^i?'E>©*^

IffS Ji-a-tl<DSgP(±. S!l!^X(i^''<iiSie*'« 1 0 0

tt^^^rsfijb^ 1 0 0 0 ''Q.tx}L(mmm\L-^%}L hx\u
Mg, Ca, Sr, Y, La, Ce, Ho, Er, Y

b, T i. Z r, Hf , V, Nb, Ta, Zn. A 1.

Si, Ge. Yhm(m\m. mm. Mbti^ca.

cne-if^tt^mi: z n s ^(ou-^'m. mmm

§o lli^aa©iie»^{i^2^SJiJ;Di«fe
(c-r-5<D7bWS m 1 «®Ji(Difi^(c{i A g

iSi6^©/bWSLV\ c:<DfcJ6^1{S»«t^it^^-a-S

[0 0 5 3] mm^t. wmn^%\z.n\.x%nmcm
mx. ajiT^*^2. 0-2. \xVi-^^ofs.-uwimx

Lv\ ?5:fe. mnmicmmi:^^ tit. mmminm(Dm
^ommm. 0 . 1 J^^T-efeS c = d o »s L <

«0. 0 5OTT'fe§o BH^Ste<fctf^a»©Jljp{i.

[0 0 5 4] -Mfr. fsas:&^i^-r5#;^a^Mw

^ffSLV^o J:D$f^L<« 1 5 0 nrnJ^TTfe^o #
(c. ^mSS (^Jg0^jl^:IB^)i(D^V^;^^<D«a]i)

m^y^~iytimm-&n^(ox\ m i ummommit i n

^f)-^-rrcibic. mmi o onm&rftm<t^(Dt)W^

[0 0 5 5] -ys. mzumm c^mmmtmmm(D
:^b\^^r£(Dumm) it. mmm(o^mmu(Drc>sbiat^m
1 0 n mJ.X±AW^ LV\ ^DjgL:^-/^-^

§o cl n^«l$ij-r§ fcfetCfi^aSMJP^ 6 0 n mi-XT

igh®^*i:-r§fc:i6tutt. ^4 0 0 nm^gcDK5T-«
^2fSSji*3 0~5 0 nmggi:i¥i6{c:-r§0;()W$

±^^^-^t?>t. m^li^SiS 5 0 nmt;^±4 5 0 nm

moDmmti^ 5 n mtx± son mJ-:^T. m 1 immomm
t>^ 1 n mJi(± 4 0 n mJ^^T. ia0S©MiP:6'^ 5 n mJ-X±

2 0 n mJL;^T. ^ 2 3 0 n mJ-;<_h 5 0 n

mJ^^T. ^m^MMommff^ 4 O n mJ^i± 1 0 0 n mJJ^

2. ou±2. 4J^^TT-fe§ci:^M^i:-r§o

[0 0 5 6] [8] imm±m

m^\^it. mm tm 2 «a]icDr^f^:jjsi$[P:5ihji;&stt

mmti^MmmLx\^-^^t. ummi^^^ti^mti^^^m
mmi^mwiLAgmmL. ¥mmm<Dmm^mrj:^x
L^^rosb. mm(o^\^>mmmi3±m^mi^x<in^

mm. mm^^tsmiumm. mmm. w^m^^tsmz
umm. A g^mmui^mi'frcmmi&xit. m<^mb

[0 0 5 7] mwm±m<DumKit. TMrnm^m^t
§ A g icIdLMMUc < v^ci i;. -OS D A g iifb-^t/^



(11) #M 2 0 0 2 - 7 4 7 4 1

[0 0 5 8] ^SX^^^fcLTti. i^Uny, -<y^

mM\m. ^M>m.{m. ^mwmm.

i:m^is^ 1 0 0 0 x\:x±.(ommmt^mi:h^ c ttm
sLv^o mt'T-(m. mt^
'<m. mit^y^^K mit^^v^L.. mit'^y-^y. m
it^yhv^i.. m^tTJiz-^L.. mimmt)Wif^

ii^LTofa«ij^mfc-rci:tr'#§jiS-?:«L<. fit

[0 0 5 9] WlW±mtLXii. tEUW^^O)

^m-pfe5 c i:tmi^ SAfS i:^ 2«as t co

ifS fc ttSi>fS©T^^tl'tt i: iiS^tlft^S*^ffc i6(c

.

Z?#§/ctt?i<Stt5<D;!3W*LV\ mWff^iatl On
mJ;^TAWS L < . 5 n ml^^TAU D $fS L V^o fc/c

mi;l±tim^ L < . In mJLX±*^<fc D LV\ ^H^il

[0 0 6 0] ^fe. ^mmmtm i ^^Ms^Mttr^tt

mm. Rmm. ^mmm. mmi5±mii:x/^^y^vy^

[0 0 6 1] ^T. *^wcr)ii^*:ti, te^/^y-;&^{t:

Silt 5 o i:;6'^±^igHTS§ enrv^So

com'OMLX^muc < TV^S <l

SnSo Sfc. 3i^(Dhigh-to-lowffi#:^i[:i^LTie^

^©ii5j-^*^iB^S©#ij^/jN^ < -r§ J; 5 &t*cr^i:^

uommmmic^ d . a g :&i^^^i:-r§^s

[0 0 6 2] [9] {toS^j?)cg|5^^

V. mT^^)iy~v. ^^^)tiyy^yr^E(omm.

n^^^xMt^m-^iii. mmimmn^mriMLxm

immi>&o^mxmmmci,mtix\,^:s><Dxttf'^ l
V\ WR(Dm-Slt. mno. O 5-5 mm. ^ffSL<{i

0. i~2mm-efe§o mwMxm^^-f(Dm»x^ti

m<Dmmii. mn 1 /imJi^±2 0 0 ^mJWTTSSo
[0 0 6 3] liMAi>f^-Yy©i«^^:T'Sntf, ^MH^S

7°^x^>y^^*>e.:^So mmmmmmi
mmm^^y ]''i)'^umt^rci6icmm 1 0 mi^(±;5)^^

< ^ 0 iSmSie^*^t^t/^{i: < < r^^fcib. MiP 2 0
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5,®^^B^S^±f* i: L Tiitf-r§ IH^ii^fflV^fc low-

to-highig^zt:(c:fel^T. ^ D jg LI5^#'ft. IH^>'^y-

[0 0 6 4]

A g Sl^ii t^^t§^i± !?|fE5^^ A g S^ t)

.

^0?iMm^T®#:«|gK^tt^3 OQ • nmV&^o
A g^^^^^s. A g^^mm t pf^^^fiA g 98

^^MiPT^-rnmf^.n^o igst^ttj is k7 1

9 4 urcA m=pmicx 0 l tco s asfc

a

aV^ffi^v:^F (PF^) J:i¥^o ZnS-S i OgOB
ilf^tt, |g^56 3 0~6 6 0 nm-e«l52. K JS^S4

0 0 n mjfifg-eti:!^ 2 . 3Tfe§o CtlJ-X^fi, 7t¥ff-

[0 0 6 5] [^BS^iJ 1 ; mUXM^4 f]

hib^iE>rj::§,mmmm±i^. kg^mmm (1 snm)

.

S i OsfJAfcKlhii (5nm) . ZnS-S i Oz^lU
mm (9 0nm) . Gegl n 3 S bgsT e 2413^8 (1

5 nm) . Z n S-S i (3 0 nm) , S

1 02i&M)j±m ( 5 n m) . A gRMM ( 1 2 0 n

m) ^7./^y^fUy^^afi:<tD<i<D|i@{i:figJlU C(D±

m^m\K LT 2 fete D ^^^T^fiT^v X -^ifm. l

fco ^fe. aSf^ttjil'iO. 5 6 /im. ^?^$ 6 7 n

fco c o)^x^ X^ k^^^fioTte^e^^rH

[0 0 6 6] i^mmconv) ccoyty'^x^ican

^% (Mm 3 5 nm) •^wmtf^ibxm-^'^xuMm

c cfc 0 r r (IH^mi) (DKm^ R a cD^

4^ffiSI^^R ctt^rt-eitJl l%-eSofc:o Pw=l 1

^R aJi3^2 6%Tfeofco R a -R c 1 5

[0 0 6 7] (IB^H^^ff) ?SS6 3 5 nm. NA
0. 6®7t¥^^#-r§7texVx^fpffiga^fflv^Tfa

tS^/^7-Pw©l:bP e/Pw=0. 5, /WTX-'^y
-Pb = 0. SmV^. M^^Uy^mMT = 3 8. 2n

Jly7.E.m (PwMifE^) ©*$aiT (2^i^m)
{Ccfc5.-r-Si:Lfco Sfc, 2Si;b>?.m- 1#@

©;i-7/^;I/XEr^ (PbMftfE^) ©S?/?iT (2^
1 <m- 1) ^ i KXiE>1r-Mt Lfc. S^fett. HiiS
4m/s. ff^/W-P r =0. SmWTtfofCo

[0 0 6 8] (v'y^JfcDiHiJ/^y-fe^ttfFfii) s-r.

(i5^-nx^h:^--/^— DOW)
^10[HlfTV\ ^©ti#^LT3TX'^-X>*^y^ (3

TV-^r^g|5S>^y^) ^iJ^L/to :&*5. V-^P^gp

m^^nu 3Tx^-xi;^y^i:{iiHiJsnfc8-i

6^PM^^S^Lfci:t©, «5 3T©V-^^g|5(D
v^^y^f-Z^feSo <l<DM^^i5®/^y-Pw^ 1 mW-f^

fPtiL/Co ^m^07 (a) (C^t"o

[0 0 6 9] (>*~y ^^D^jILIH^lHliSc (D OW cycl

e) ^Mm) M^. Pw= 1 1 mW. P e = 5. 5

(DOW cycle) ft^tt^ffPiSLfco ISm^H7 (b)

in^sto mi (a) ti. tH^^W-(^lft ; mW){cM-r

^3TX^-X>^'>y^ (lilfft;%) ^^L. 07 (b)

ti. ^DMUH^ («lfft) {c^-r5 3TX^-Xi^«y^
(lilfft) ^^-To S^^y^Jia^^n>y^M^T = 3 8.

2 n s-eMmLfdS^ffll^fco PtS^i:^yF

-^-iyyti^x^ <. mom Lmmm<D<w^09itm^-^

<. anfcT^x-fx^TSSo
[00 7 0] (if^JiMi^) c (Dfty'^X^^8
0 °c. 8 5 % R Hommi^ 1 0 0 ^r^s-oifs^isi^^
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(Di,tl:\ Pw=llmW. Pe = 5. 5mWtL. 8

- 1 emm^y^'L^m^^MiHic i o[Hi:a--/^-^-r h

fe. 3 T7>^-X>>~>y^ttS¥^n>y^igm 3 8. 2

[007 1] [tmm 1 : s«Aifi5?-r:/ ; ^mmm^j:

(7^-rVX^Of'^S) ff^O. 6mm®jK';*->i^>--

h*^eS^3g0^S«±(i:. Z n S-S i 02^H:SSH
(7 5 nm) ^ G eg I n^S bgsT e24lH^ff (1 5 n

m) . Z n S-S i Oz^ZUMS (2 0 nm) . S i 0

2U.mm±m (5nm) . AgS*rJl (1 2 0nm)

4b\ mmcommmmmmi tmmr'h-:^rco ccDyt^f

[0 0 7 2] iRM^<omV) CO^t-r-fX^fiR ci;

D R a077*^^h*:5^t5fco •r:&t)*.high-to-lowS^*l:-

S^o R cttSrtT^l 4%7?feo/Co Pw=l ImW
Xtm. L fcBf© 1 4 TV-^ }C fctj^ R a till) 3 % "efe

(s>^>y^fFii) ci<7)^tx^'7.^{c||SS^Jl fc|Bl^<DfplS

3 TX^^-Xv^^y ^«^n^'n 11. 2 % 1 1 . 5 %

[0 0 7 3] [tmrn 2 ; a^Aif^^ :/

;

^ L] A g '=^mm ( 1 8 n m) h^l ^SMSOfeV^ff

{cJ£i[|55±M*m^<ii:JJ^m^S(i«?'Jl

^X^^f^^Lfco »«©PJg^^fe^5SMl

So c©^xV X ^ fc^OTk^^^tfoTlH^S^a^

1 5%A#V\ r^t>-51ow-to-high^#:TS

§ o ©Ttx -I- X ^ ir^M^J 1 i: |5l^(DfFtt^*5d*o
feo ^^^0 9 l^^to ttmi 1 ©tI^T X ^ v>'-y

^©gfg{a. ^D®LiH^tt©#i4©.^s-e. mmmio)

#14^fbA^'#L*^ofco c©)fexVx^^8 0

x:. 8 5%RH©sit{r 1 0 ommu-DmMMum^n
ofztc^. sit]i©^fe*^w^nfco mi^sasA^

[00 7 4] [^fis^j 2 ; mmxm^^f : ^#iHi^]

(^r'rX^>©{tM) iP^O. 6mm©jHU;^-:a<^-

h3b^e.^§S0^SS±t-. Ag^ji^S (1 5nm) .

S i 02iSt5[l5?±« (5 nm) . Z n S-S i Og^liS

mm (2 5 nm) s G eg I ngS bgsT e24iH^ii (1

4 nm) , Z n S-S i Oz'^ZUMS (3 0 nm) . S

i 02^WLm±m (5 nm) . A gS*fS (1 0 0 n

m) ^X^^y^';y^Sfcj;DC©|iifCfigMU 21©±

fco =5:*5. »Ktct±?iiligO. 4 /im. S?^$4 5 nm.

(-gif*©ffF« cl©)txVX^fC|B^S5£7te (|SS4

0 2nm) ^»«A^6>Aftf?-yr§t. RccfcDRa©

^^{iiJ; DSftr^^5l^i6^ci:C5, R c ©tf-»m 1

4 %. R a (DmWUit 3 7 %X'^-orc 4 0 5 n

[0 0 7 5] mm2mx(Dmm^^(Dnm) :$.mmm

©T^xVX^tCOV^T. |gS4 0 2 nm. NAO. 6 5

(Dj^m^^t^yti"^ X ^'ffpffi^a^fflV^TJ-XT©!!

mmmfj-^^xms-^rco le^^w-Pw. /^-rrx/-^"?

-Pb. PwMMIZrEgtw. PbMfttEf^tb, twi:

t b©fn^T. IH^Ii3ig>&v i:-r§o t^-SJiLT
t w© T tcM-rsib t w/ T c

KF^rt (ri:v©^v rtc*iat-§Kr^) f^JI^Jic^nS

^^^K-7-^©ffii«^^{t2-^§ c tii^X^^o ^©E
F^rt(cfetJ§Slif^{i. EF^rt©#^^HSv-^©ffi«i;

^^y ^ ^^'^ F©SBmSi©ffia ^: ©irbfcjsS CT?^^

3b^SH^-et§ (K. Kiyono M. Horie, T. Ohno, T. Uema

tsu, T. Hashizume, M. P. 0' Neill, K. Balasubraman

ian, R. Narayan, D. War land, and T. Zhou, Japanese

Journal of Appllied Physics, 40(2001), 1855^—

^;#©#M^{[:A^#H/^©-e. t b = 0 (om^iami^
^^icmmitt^o ^Lx. t h^mm-^^^ic-onn
Mi^m^x^ < * D . n^^Bittmu-^tix^^^BM'?-
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t b/T>b^O>0>B7 0-8 0%ggtcB-r§$-e{i

[0 0 7 6] le^^i^li. m.mS.Sra/s. IH^/W-
Pw=5. 5mW. /W7X/^7-Pb = 0. SmWi;

L, T = 50nsec, vt = 0. 25/imi:L, t w
/ T ^^fb^-iiTIH^^^Tt/X 0 1 0 fc^-r J; 9 (iiSi*

fcs*f^ R a cfc D ^^ffii6 tr^-Dfco ^mm'e(o\m.'^

(IcDx-fX^fC, i^iig5m/sT'IH@/W-Pw=

(DRMm^Wi-^Lfc. 'f^T.^mmitLxmi omt

t^h. m.M^(OKMmt 1 0 o%-e$.ofeo

[0 0 7 7] {2mwT^mmm^(ofm) ^xk. c

Pw=5. 1 mW. fflS^^y-P e = 2. 2mW.
77;/'^y-P b = 0. 5mW. 2 TV-^M (S®-^-
^S) i^O. 23/xmi:L. (1. 7) RLL;^^fcJ:

= n - 1 2 #iJ-X^(Dt5@/Vl/XEr^ (P wMftf

KP^) ©SSaiT (2^i^m) ^ i {C j; -f-^ i:

Lfco Sfc. 2#i;?3^?.m- l#S(D^7^^;l/XKF^

iPhmM&m') ©g^iSjT (2^i^m-l)
{c <k e>-f-^ i: Lfco mmm 3 . 1 m/ s . :b

^>'^7-Pr = 0. 5mWt?fTo;rco

[0 0 7 8] J^^±©^ffT\ PiT^!Hll5[:t-/^-^-r

tf 5 ^ f^: ^^ S L . 3 ^f'-^/M.T 2#
itLfc^^CDD a t a to c 1 o c k i^'-y :J?ti:-OV''T

mmLmmmwi. cdow cycle) fe#'i4^ffiiLfco ^
omM. mmueb i r-i^^y ^ «fiitni-f

.

9%J!i(T"efeofco ^*5> Data to clock

-^moi^ 5. n >y ^ iSlffi^aJptcffpffi Lfdg

pfeSo :ki^C(D7'^7.^lC. ISjiS7m/s-elHS/'^

7— P w = 5 . 1 mWcDb— 7t^ifi?^L69ti:M*fLfc©

^ 1 oiii:t-^^-^-r h^n^rmcD^^B^cD^mm^
1 oo%i:-r§i;. S§l>rg|5©S#t*tt 1 10-115%

CO 0 7 9] [jrtg^^as : mmxm^^-f ; ^ffliB®^

;

hti-'i^fSi^mmMm±i^. z n s-s i i umm
(4 0 nm) > G 65 I ngS hegT BzaBUS (1 3 n

m) ^ Z n S-S i 02lg2'KMji (8 nm) ^ S i O2

U.Ml5±m ( 5 n m) . A g^Mm ( 1 0 0 n m)

/^y ^ U y ^^'ati: J: D c (Djiitc^M

C

-^^ic

0. 8 nrrKDmtjmmmcmi^-sriTh^rc, c<Dyty^^

[0 0 8 0] (Sftf$©fP« c:(D7^xVx^fcie®#

5fe7fe (i^g4 0 2 nm) ^g^iJ^^BAif^^^S t> R

c <J; 0 R a (DlStM^-^ti'-Drco trs.t>^)\i^-to-\o'«m

^X^^. %m^mri^K>K^m^ikmct^^. Rc
©ff-mffittS 1 %. R a©W-Wm6%-efeo^c (iSS

tt4 0 5 nmi:fSS) o

m2 tmmmx:^^t)\ «feissftf^-ess u^jv 1

Lfco H 1 1 (ii^-rd; 0 ic, BMUm 1 0 0 HiJ-m

[008 1] (2{gBE^T~cDBH^#'l4©W» ^AlC^ C

©T^T^v X ^icmmm 2 i:« isiwi^ff-ea^® 2 {(ih^

^-f h^^f 5 c:'i:t^:>'yi5?;&iiJSL. Data
to c 1 o c ki^^y^comMLtmm^ (DOW eye

le) mw^^mmLtco iijgLie^2 000

mxitKmrnif^^'prn^ lr t -r « >y ^ g ylo

XM\tt^^tit^S.\^^(OX\ CtDT^rVXi'T-fe 1 0 0

n-f. 1 OO|HlggL;0^'^ffl-e§:2;*^-^/co t^foT. #

[0 0 8 2] mmm^ ,mmxm^^y\ kinum
m^ ff^l. 1 mm(D4-°i;;^-*'^--h*^5.*i)3g0flS

«±li:. AgggCuiAui^^SM® (8 0nm) . S

iOjsSkmBitm i^nm) ^ Z n S-S i 02^2IS^
m (3 0 nm) . G 63! ngS bgyT ezsfS^M (1 2



(15) #lf1 2 0 0 2 - 7 4 7 4 1

nm) ^ A 1 n^lU^m (3 0 nm) , AgggC Uj

Aui^mmm (l Snm) ^XAy'$tVy'i^micXO

CtDMtr^ML/co A 1 Nit. ZnS-S i Oz^K>miR

(}gS4 0 2 nm) ^SM*^5>A*f5-li?. ils R

c J: D R a (DlJif'^tii^'otco f^^-^low-to-high^

#•^-^§0 )t¥tf-mcJ:DS*f^^*i6fci:<l6. Rc
©H-^ifi 1 2 %. R a <Dtt»ffitt 3 5 %X^^-Dtc iW.

mtAO 5 nmi:€^) o

[0 0 8 3] cKDTiex^'T.^tC-OV^T. JSfi4 0 2 n

m. NAO. 8 5©7t^^^Wr^7texVX^rFffiga

>'^7-Pw=3. 7mW^ ^iS-'^y-P e = 1 . 7m
W. >'^-rrX^W-Pb = 0. 3mW. 2TV-^S
(S^V-^M) 0. 1 7 3 /im. aip^n>y>7jiI)SiS{

(1/T) =6 6MHzi:L. (1, 7) RLL;^^(C

m/s. S4/^7-P r = 0. SmW^^Tofco IJ(±©

iJSL, ^3 9^1f-^/rLT2M[:Lfcf^©D a t a

to c 1 0 c ki/<y^cD^jMLI3^0iS( (DOW c

ycle) ft^'it^ffpiffiLfco ^o^m. WMLtmsj^m
igSST^v^y iiinti 1 %*?ST'S Oslo

[0 0 8 4] [^)5S^?!I4 ;MffiAif^^:/] iP* 1. i

mmO=J-°U h/?)-'5)^§ji0^aig±fe, A ggg

C u 1 A u i^^Sl^ff (8 0 n m) . Si OsfW^lh
m (Snm) . Z n S-S i 02^2^®* (3 0 n

m) . G 63! ngS bgyT ezsta^S (1 2 nm) . Z

nS-S i O^^IUM (2 Snm) . S i O^WkmS

±m (Snm) . AggsCujAui^jiH^ji (1 5n
m) ^x/^y^Uy^^'Sf^:J;Dc:(Dlii(c^ML/c. ccd

±tC$F,(C. ^^||5MOTI;^)^5.*§j?2*>J 1 0 0 Mm

Lfco :&*3. Wm^immo. 3 2 ;tm. rigg^ 4 0 n

m. ^if-y^o. 6 6 /i m(D?i*^jfsi^^fcj^^^rnrv^

igB^H^kL/co ^n^f^x^immn^ft (r^S4 0 2
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3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The 1st protective layer containing the translucent layer which uses Ag

as a principal component, and a dielectric, the phase change mold recording

layer which consists of an alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7< x<=0.9) as a

principal component, It is the medium for optical information record which has

the 2nd protective layer containing a dielectric, and a metallic reflective layer in

this order. When this 1st protective layer contains the dielectric containing sulfur,

it comes to have a diffusion prevention layer between this translucent layer and

this 1st protective layer. The medium for optical information record characterized

by the reflection factor of a medium in case a recording layer is an amorphous



state being higher than the reflection factor of a medium in case a recording

layer is a crystallized state when incidence of the light is carried out from this

translucent layer side.

[Claim 2] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 by

which a recording layer consists of an alloy which uses 1(SbxTe 1-x)-yGey (0.7<

x<=0.9, 0< y<=0.1) as a principal component.

[Claim 3] The 1st protective layer, phase change mold recording layer containing

the translucent layer which uses Ag as a principal component, and a dielectric,

Are the medium for optical information record which has the 2nd protective layer

containing a dielectric, and a metallic reflective layer in this order, and it sets to

this recording layer. Crystallization advances considering the crystal growth from

the boundary of the amorphous section or a fusion zone, and the crystal section

as a subject. When this 1st protective layer contains sulfur, it comes to have a

diffusion prevention layer between this translucent layer and this 1st protective

layer. The medium for optical information record characterized by the reflection

factor of a medium in case a recording layer is an amorphous state being higher

than the reflection factor of a medium in case a recording layer is a crystallized

state when Incidence of the light is carried out from this translucent layer side.

[Claim 4] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 3

which is Ra-Rc>=15(%) when setting the reflection factor of a medium in case



(%), Ra, and this recording layer are crystallized states about the reflection

factor of a medium in case this recording layer is an amorphous state to Rc (%).

[Claim 5] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 4

whose thickness of this translucent layer is 1nm or more 40nm or less.

[Claim 6] The thickness of this 2nd protective layer is 30nm or more 50nm or less,

and it is a medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 5 with

the 1st protective layer thinner than the 2nd protective layer.

[Claim 7] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 6 by

which this metallic reflective layer uses Ag as a principal component.

[Claim 8] The medium for optical information record according to claim 7 which

comes to have a diffusion prevention layer between this metallic reflective layer

and this 2nd protective layer when this 2nd protective layer contains sulfur.

[Claim 9] Are a medium for performing record playback with with a 350nm or

more wavelength [ 450nm or less
] light, and the 1st protective layer and the 2nd

protective layer are substantially transparent on this wavelength. The refractive

index in this wavelength is 2.4 or less [ 2.0 or more ]. The thickness of a

translucent layer And 5nm or more 30nm or less, The medium for optical

information record according to claim 7 or 8 whose thickness of SOnm or more

50nm or less and a metallic reflective layer the thickness of the 5nm or more

20nm or less and the 2nd protective layer is [ the thickness of the 1st protective



layer ] 40nm or more 100nm or less for the thickness of 1nm or more 40nm or

less and a recording layer.

[Claim 10] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 9

whose Ag content of this translucent layer is more than 90 atom %.

[Claim 11] The medium for optical information record according to claim 10

whose volume resistivity of this translucent layer is below lOOn ohm-m more

than 20n ohm-m.

[Claim 12] The medium for optical information record according to claim 7 to 11

whose Ag content of this metallic reflective layer is more than 90 atom %.

[Claim 13] The medium for optical Information record according to claim 12

whose volume resistivity of this metallic reflective layer is below lOOn ohm-m

more than 20n ohm-m.

[Claim 14] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 to 13

which prepares a with a 10-micrometer or more thickness [ 200 micrometer or

less
]
transparence enveloping layer in the opposite side with the 1st protective

layer of this translucent layer, and comes to prepare a substrate in the opposite

side with the 2nd protective layer of this metallic reflective layer.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the rewritable medium for optical

information record of high recording density. It is related with the phase change

mold record medium which was excellent in a record signal jitter, a record power

margin, property degradation by repeat record, preservation stability, etc.

especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Recently, the rewritable compact disk compatible

medium of CD-RW etc. already spreads, and Kamiichi of the rewritable DVD

compatible medium of DVD-RW, DVD+RW, DVD-RAM, etc. is being carried out.

These phase-change optical disks are the cheap mass record media excellent in

portability, weatherability, shock resistance, etc. Record elimination is performed

using the reflection factor change accompanying reversible change of a

crystallized state in such a phase change mold optical recording medium.

Generally, a crystallized state is made into un-recording / elimination condition,

and a mark of being amorphous (amorphous) is formed and recorded here.

Usually, it crystallizes by heating a recording layer and maintaining near



crystallization temperature fixed time, and to temperature higher than the melting

point, a recording layer is heated, and Is quenched and made amorphous.

Generally the crystal phase is more more stable so that It may understand also

from whenever [ stoving temperature ] differing.

[0003] Many chalcogen system alloys are used as an ingredient of a recording

layer. For example, a GeSbTe system, an InSbTe system, a GeSnTe system,

and an AglnSbTe system alloy are mentioned. These alloys are also the

ingredients [ over-write / Ingredients ]. The false system alloy (the false system

alloy of 2 yuan is called hereafter) of 2 yuan which consists of Sb2Te3 and GeTe

especially, or the alloy which makes it a principal component near the SbZOTeSO

eutectic presentation Is known, both - a crystal and an amorphous substance

(amorphous) ~ any condition Is stable and Is the record ingredient between both

conditions In which high-speed phase transition Is comparatively possible.

Moreover, when repetition over-writing Is performed, there Is also the advantage

of being hard to produce a segregation, and it is put In practical use as a

recording layer of a phase-change optical disk. In addition, in case over-writing

(Direct Over Write) records on a medium [ finishing / record / once ] again, it is

the technique of carrying out overwrite as it is, and technique to record,

eliminating so to speak, without eliminating before record. Since record Is

usually performed by over-writing by the phase change mold medium.



over-writing may only be called record.

[0004] Also in the alloy which makes it a principal component near

[ above-mentioned ] the Sb70Te30 eutectic presentation, the alloy (it Is only

hereafter called an eutectic system alloy) which contains Sb superfluously from a

Sb70Te30 eutectic presentation especially attracts attention in recent years.

Since the configuration of the edge (a mark edge, mark edge) of an amorphous

mark is smooth, a jitter is stopped small, and since the crystal growth rate is very

early, the recording layer using this alloy has the description that high-speed

over-writing is possible. By the way, generally phase change mold record media

are a medium with the reflection factor lower than record before after record, and

the so-called high-to-low medium. Usually, since a crystallized state is made into

un-recording / elimination condition and an amorphous state is made into a

record condition, it means that the reflection factor of a medium in case a

recording layer Is an amorphous state is lower than the time of a recording layer

being a crystallized state. A high-to-low medium usually has the lamination

which consists of the 1st protective layer, a recording layer, the 2nd protective

layer, and a reflecting layer.

[0005] On the other hand, with this, the medium with the reflection factor

conversely higher than record before after record and the so-called low-to-high

medium are also known. That is, the reflection factor of a medium in case a



recording layer is an amorphous state is higher than the time of a recording layer

being a crystallized state. In the low-to-high medium, the lamination which has

the 1st protective layer which has the translucent layer which uses a metal as a

principal component, and a dielectric, a recording layer, the 2nd protective layer

which has a dielectric, and a metallic reflective layer in this order is known. It is

said that the low-to-high medium which consists of such lamination can

generally reduce cross eraslon rather than a high-to-low medium. The

usefulness of a low-to-high medium is further known for the medium using the

false system alloy recording layer of 2 yuan. For example, when an about five

germanium2Sb2Te [ which is the example of representation of the false system

alloy of 2 yuan
]
alloy is used as a recording layer, the elimination nonunlformity

produced from the difference in the rate of light absorption of the amorphous

section and the crystal section is canceled, and it is supposed that high-speed

over-writing is become possible.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, by the medium using an

eutectic system alloy recording layer, the usefulness of the low-to-high medium

which consists of the above lamination had not clarified. The data of having been

effective in cross eraslon reduction are not obtained by having considered as the

low-to-high medium, and since high-speed over-writing is possible for an



eutectic system alloy recording layer from the first, contribution by having

considered as the low-to-high medium in this point is not clear, either. The

phenomenon In which preservation stability and a repeat recording characteristic

fell remarkably conversely by considering as a low-to-high medium, not to

mention it, was observed. Although a recording characteristic falls to some

extent repeatedly, a low-to-high medium has [ a high-to-low medium ] the still

larger fall of a property. That is, when an eutectic system alloy recording layer

was used, the property excellent in the lamination of the conventional common

low-to-high medium was not acquired.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] As a result of this invention persons' examining

wholeheartedly the trouble of a low-to-high medium of having used the eutectic

system alloy recording layer, by making the ingredient of lamination and each

class into specific combination showed that the medium of the outstanding

property was obtained for the first time. And this medium completed header this

invention for it being the medium which excelled the usual high-to-low medium in

the recording characteristic or the record power margin repeatedly. The 1st

protective layer containing the translucent layer to which the summary of this

invention uses Ag as a principal component, and a dielectric. The phase change

mold recording layer which consists of an alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7<



x<=0.9) as a principal component, It is the medium for optical information record

which has the 2nd protective layer containing a dielectric, and a metallic

reflective layer in this order. When this 1st protective layer contains the dielectric

containing sulfur, it comes to have a diffusion prevention layer between this

translucent layer and this 1st protective layer. When incidence of the light is

carried out from this translucent layer side, it consists in the medium for optical

information record characterized by the reflection factor of a medium in case a

recording layer is an amorphous state being higher than the reflection factor of a

medium in case a recording layer is a crystallized state.

[0008] The 1st protective layer containing the translucent layer to which another

summary of this invention uses Ag as a principal component, and a dielectric.

Are the medium for optical information record which has a phase change mold

recording layer, the 2nd protective layer containing a dielectric, and a metallic

reflective layer in this order, and it sets to this recording layer. Crystallization

advances considering the crystal growth from the boundary of the amorphous

section or a fusion zone, and the crystal section as a subject. When this 1st

protective layer contains sulfur, it comes to have a diffusion prevention layer

between this translucent layer and this 1st protective layer. When incidence of

the light is carried out from this translucent layer side, it consists in the medium

for optical information record characterized by the reflection factor of a medium



in case a recording layer is an amorphous state being liigher tfian the reflection

factor of a medium in case a recording layer is a crystallized state.

[0009]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, this invention is explained to a detail.

The 1st protective layer which contains first the translucent layer to which the

lamination of the medium of this invention uses Ag as a principal component,

and a dielectric, The phase change mold recording layer which consists of an

alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7< x<=0.9) as a principal component, It is the

medium for optical information record which has the 2nd protective layer

containing a dielectric, and a metallic reflective layer in this order, and in

containing the dielectric with which this 1st protective layer contains sulfur, it

comes to have a diffusion prevention layer between this translucent layer and

this 1st protective layer. And it is the medium which carries out incidence of the

light from a translucent layer side, and performs record playback, and is a

low-to-high medium with the reflection factor of a medium in case a recording

layer is an amorphous state higher than the reflection factor of a medium in case

a recording layer is a crystallized state. The reflection factor said here is a

reflection factor in the wavelength of the light used for record playback.

[0010] The example of the lamination of the medium concerning this invention is

shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 . Drawing 1 is the case where form a metallic



reflective layer 5, the 2nd protective layer 4, the phase change mold recording

layer 3, the 1st protective layer 2, the translucent layer 1 that uses Ag as a

principal component, and a cover layer (transparence enveloping layer) 7 on a

substrate 6 at this order, and incidence of the record playback light is carried out

from a cover layer side. A cover layer (transparence enveloping layer) 7 consists

of ultraviolet curing mold resin, a dielectric, plastics, etc. Drawing 2 is the case

where form the translucent layer 1 which uses Ag as a principal component, the

1st protective layer 2, the phase change mold recording layer 3, the 2nd

protective layer 4, a metallic reflective layer 5, and the protection coat layer 9 on

a substrate 8 at this order, and incidence of the record playback light is carried

out from a substrate side. The protection coat layer 9 consists of ultraviolet

curing mold resin, a dielectric, plastics, etc. Below, the case of a film surface

incidence type and drawing 2 is called a substrate side incidence type for the

case of drawing 1 .

[0011] Drawing 3 is a modification. When the 1st protective layer 2 contains the

dielectric containing sulfur, the diffusion prevention layer 1 1 is formed between

the translucent layer 1 and the 1st protective layer 2 which use Ag as a principal

component. Drawing 4 is the further modification of the lamination of drawing 1 .

A metallic reflective layer 5 uses Ag as a principal component, and in containing

the dielectric with which the 1st protective layer 2 and the 2nd protective layer 4



contain sulfur, the diffusion prevention layer 11 is formed between the

translucent layer 1 and the 1st protective layer 2, and It comes to form the

diffusion prevention layer 12 between the 2nd protective layer 4 and a metallic

reflective layer 5.

[0012] The fundamental lamination of a low-to-high medium consists of the 1st

protective layer which has the translucent layer which uses a metal as a principal

component, and a dielectric, a recording layer, the 2nd protective layer which

has a dielectric, and a metallic reflective layer. On the other hand, in this

invention, a recording layer consists of an alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7<

x<=0.9) as a principal component, and it is characterized by a translucent layer

using Ag as a principal component. Furthermore, when the 1st protective layer

contains the dielectric containing sulfur, it is characterized by coming to have a

diffusion prevention layer between this translucent layer and this 1st protective

layer.

[0013] The alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7< x<=0.9) as a principal component

is an alloy which uses as a principal component the SbTe eutectic system

presentation containing Sb more superfluous than Sb70Te30 which is the

eutectic point in a Sb-Te binary-system-alloy phase diagram. It is that SbxTe 1-x

(0.7< x<=0.9) is specifically included more than 80 atom % as considering as a

principal component. Hereafter, this is only called an eutectic system alloy.



Thereby, a repeat recording characteristic, a record power margin, preservation

stability, etc. are improvable for the first time by the low-to-high medium using an

eutectic system alloy recording layer. And this medium is a medium for optical

infomiation record which was [ stability / a jitter, a record power margin, a repeat

recording characteristic. / preservation ] superior to other conventional media.

[0014] As above-mentioned, over-writing is technique recorded while eliminating,

and performs crystallization and amorphous-ization to coincidence. Usually,

since the way of crystallization has the slow rate, it leads to an over-write

[
promoting crystallization ] at high speed. According to research of this invention

persons, elimination of an amorphous mark, i.e., crystallization, advances

according to two processes of crystal growth ** on the basis of the boundary of

the crystal nucleation in (1) amorphous field, the (2) amorphous sections or a

fusion zone (fused part which carried out the temperature up by optical

exposure), and the crystal section. And in the false system alloy recording layer

of 2 yuan, it goes on considering a process (2) as a subject in an eutectic system

alloy recording layer to crystallization advancing considering a process (1) as a

subject.

[0015] Therefore, what is necessary is just to promote crystal nucleation to

enable high-speed over-writing of the false system alloy recording layer of 2

yuan. On the other hand, even if it promotes crystal nucleation in an eutectic



system alloy recording layer, effectiveness is small, and it is effective to make

the rate of crystal growth increase. However, since it will be [ amorphous ] hard

coming -izing [ one side ] if the rate of crystal growth is made to increase, it is

necessary to devise lamination, to enlarge the cooling rate of a recording layer,

in order not to drop the organization potency of an amorphous mark, and to carry

out that it is easy to quench. Therefore, by the medium of this invention, since it

is compatible with elimination by the high crystallization rate in formation of a

good amorphous mark, it is required to promote the heat dissipation

effectiveness combining the translucent layer of high temperature conductivity,

and to secure a cooling rate especially. So, by the medium of this invention, the

translucent layer which uses Ag as a principal component is used. Since high

heat dissipation nature is obtained by this, this medium does not have the

problem that a good amorphous mark is not fonned, and is compatible in

formation of elimination by the high crystallization rate, and a good amorphous

mark.

[0016] Moreover, since the translucent layer which uses Ag as a principal

component is equipped with a high optical property and the reflection factor

difference of a crystallized state and an amorphous state can be enlarged, high

contrast and big signal amplitude can also be obtained. Although Au, aluminum,

Cu, etc. are generally known as a high reflection factor metal, especially Ag is



excellent in heat dissipation nature and an optical property. Especially in short

wavelength with a wavelength of 650nm or less, it excels notably. This is

considered to originate in there being [ Ag ] little absorption of short wave

Nagamitsu, and themial conductivity being high. In addition, it says that Ag is

included more than 80 atom % as using Ag as a principal component.

Furthermore, if Ag is used as a principal component for a metallic reflective layer,

since higher heat dissipation nature and a high reflection factor will be obtained,

it is desirable.

[0017] By the way, when the 1st protective layer is a protective layer (a

sulfur-containing protective layer is only called hereafter) containing the

dielectric containing sulfur, it is necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer

between a translucent layer and the 1st protective layer. If the translucent layer

which uses a sulfur-containing protective layer and Ag as a principal component

has touched directly, in order to spread the sulfur contained in a protective layer

in a translucent layer, to react with Ag and to spoil the function of a translucent

layer, it is necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer among both layers,

and to prevent this. The ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer is required to

be hard to be spread to Ag which forms a translucent layer, i.e., to form neither

Ag, a compound nor the solid solution. And it is required that reactivity with the

sulfur contained in a protective layer should be low, or the sulfide should also be



chemically stable. In addition, when the 1st protective layer does not contain

sulfur, it is not necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer, and a

translucent layer and the 1st protective layer may be contacted directly.

Moreover, a metallic reflective layer uses Ag as a principal component, and also

when the 2nd protective layer is a sulfur-containing protective layer, it is

necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer between a metallic reflective

layer and the 2nd protective layer by the same reason.

[0018] The medium excellent in a repeat recording characteristic, a record power

margin, preservation stability, etc. will not be able to be obtained without taking

the above lamination by the low-to-high medium using an eutectic system alloy

recording layer. And as compared with the conventional high-to-low medium, as

for this medium, over-writing endurance is improved by leaps and bounds. If it

puts in another way, an eutectic system alloy recording layer needs to make

such lamination crystal growth from the boundary of the amorphous section or a

fusion zone, and the crystal section, although crystallization from an amorphous

state is the recording layer which advances as a subject therefore. Therefore, if it

is the recording layer which takes the same crystallization process even if it is

recording layers other than an eutectic system alloy, the above-mentioned

property Improvement can be made by making it the same lamination as this.

That is, by taking the above-mentioned lamination, crystallization from an



amorphous state can obtain the medium which was excellent in a repeat

recording characteristic, a record power margin, preservation stability, etc. in the

low-to-high medium using the recording layer which advances as a subject in the

crystal growth from the boundary of the amorphous section or a fusion zone, and

the crystal section.

[0019] Even if it uses the medium of this invention for the usual binary recording

method, it excels, but if it uses for the multiple-value recording method using

multistage story change of a reflection factor which this invention persons have

advocated by JP,2001-84591,A, over-writing endurance will be improved

remarkably. Although degradation by repeat over-writing appears as change of a

reflection factor, since change of a reflection factor causes the detection en^or of

each reflection factor level immediately by the multiple-value recording method,

a more stable over-writing property is searched for. If this invention record

medium is used, it can be equal to the demand.

[0020] Below, it explains in more detail about this invention.

[1] In recording layer this invention, it is the phase change mold recording layer

which consists of an alloy which uses SbxTe 1-x (0.7< x<=0.9) as a principal

component, i.e., an eutectic system alloy recording layer. Since Sb more

superfluous than the Sb70Te30 eutectic point is not included as x is 0.7 or less,

a crystallization rate is too slow. Moreover, if x is larger than 0.9, the



crystallization rate near the room temperature will become quick too much, an

amorphous mark will become unstable, and the preservation stability of a

medium will worsen. Preferably, it considers as the alloy which uses 1 (SbxTe

1-x)-yGey (0.7< x<=0.9, 0< y<=0.1) as a principal component. By adding

germanium, generation of a crystalline nucleus is suppressed and the

preservation stability of an amorphous mark improves. It is said originally that a

SbTe eutectic system recording layer has crystal growth more dominant than

crystal nucleation in a crystallization process (G.F.Zhou, H.J.Borg, J.C.N.RiJpers,

M.H.R.Lankhorst, and J.J.L.Horikx, Proceedings of SPIE, 4090 (2000) 108). If

germanium is added here, it will be presumed that crystal nucleation is controlled

further. Since it is comparatively easy to be generated at low temperature and

the preservation stability of an amorphous mark is spoiled, a crystalline nucleus

is considered that preservation stability is improvable by the thing of a

crystallization process for which this is controlled. Moreover, when germanium is

added, though it is an eutectic system, there is also an advantage of being hard

to produce a segregation by over-writing repeatedly.

[0021] The element of further others may be added more than a kind to the

above-mentioned presentation. However, an addition is made below into 10

atom % so that other properties may not be spoiled. It is 1 - 5% preferably.

Especially desirable alloying elements are In and Ga. The configuration of the



boundary section with the crystal of an amorphous mark becomes very smooth

by this, the jitter of a mark edge can be made low, and a noise is also reduced.

Moreover, as being chosen out of SI, Sn, Pb, Au, Pd, Pt, Zn, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr,

Co, Mo, Mn, Bi, O, N, S, Se, and rare earth, a kind may be added as it is few. For

example, an optical property can be tuned finely or some stability with the

passage of time can be improved.

[0022] In order to acquire sufficient optical contrast, and to make a crystallization

rate quick and to attain record elimination in a short time, as for the thickness of

a recording layer, it is desirable to be referred to as 5nm or more. However, in

order to acquire sufficient optical contrast, it is [ that it is hard to produce a crack ]

desirable [ record layer membrane thickness ] to be referred to as 100nm or less.

It may be 30nm or less more preferably. Heat capacity can be made small by this

and record sensibility can be raised. Moreover, the volume change

accompanying a phase change can be made small, and effect of the repeat

volume change by repeat over-writing can also be made small to the recording

layer itself and an up-and-down protective layer. As a result, are recording of

irreversible microscopic deformation is suppressed, a noise is reduced, and

repeat over-writing endurance improves. Especially when using a purple-blue

color laser beam [ like / with a wavelength of 350-450nm ] for record playback,

as for a record bed depth, it is desirable to be referred to as 5nm or more 20nm



or less.

[0023] [2] In the crystallization process eutectic system recording layer of a

recording layer, crystallization mainly advances with the crystal growth on the

basis of the boundary of the amorphous section or a fusion zone (fused part

which carried out the temperature up by optical exposure), and the crystal

section. Therefore, an eutectic system recording layer has the advantage that

there is no generating of the big and rough grain by crystalline-germ generation

compared with the false 2 name-of-era alloy system recording layer (GeSb2Te4,

germanium2Sb2Te5 grade) used widely conventionally, and a jitter becomes

low. Moreover, since crystallization progresses by making crystal growth from

the mark circumference Into a subject, when the size (area) of an amorphous

mark is large, crystallization (elimination) takes time amount, but there is an

advantage that the time amount which crystallization (elimination) takes

becomes short as size becomes small. It is in the inclination whose usefulness of

an eutectic system recording layer increases, for example, mark size (mark

width of face) is about 0.4 micrometers or less as mark size benefits the

densification of record small. The wavelength of record playback light is short

wavelength from about 650nm, and this corresponds, when the numerical

aperture NA of the objective lens for focusing is larger than about 0.6.

[0024] The crystallization process of a recording layer is explained in detail



below. In an eutectic system alloy recording layer, crystallization

(recrystallization) of an amorphous mark mainly advances with the crystal

growth from the circumference crystal section of an amorphous mark. That is, in

the case of recrystallization, a crystalline nucleus hardly occurs inside an

amorphous mark, but the boundary point with the surrounding crystal section

serves as a nucleus of crystal growth, and is considered to carry out crystal

growth. It differs from recrystallization advancing by two steps, the generating

process of the crystalline nucleus in which the false system alloy recording layer

of 2 yuan carries out random generation into an amorphous mark, and the

growth process of this crystalline nucleus, greatly. A recrystallization process is

checked by observing the recording layer which irradiated uniformly (in direct

current) the laser beam of the comparatively low elimination power Pe to the

amorphous mark, and advanced crystallization imperfectly with a transmission

electron microscope. By the eutectic system alloy recording layer, carrying out

crystal growth from the amorphous mark periphery is observed to crystallizing

the false system alloy recording layer of 2 yuan from the amorphous mark center

section where temperature becomes high.

[0025] In addition, in an eutectic system alloy recording layer, crystal growth is

carried out also from the boundary of the amorphous section, not only the

boundary of the crystal section but a fusion zone, and the crystal section. That is,



when not reaching a critical cooling rate required to solidify [ not to come out so

much, although it may crystallize once a fusion zone forms the amorphous

section, and ] as for the cooling rate at the time of melting re-coagulation to be

slow, and amorphous, the whole melting field will crystallize in an instant mostly

(** which does not pass through an amorphous substance). Then, if it is the

medium by which a reflection factor becomes almost equal to the reflection

factor (namely, reflection factor of a crystallized state) of un-recording /

elimination condition when the laser beam of the record power Pw is irradiated in

direct current at a recording layer, it can be judged that it has the recording layer

which takes the above-mentioned crystallization process. The reflection factor

after a record power exposure makes 100% the reflection factor of un-recording /

elimination condition, and, specifically, should just be the less than (70 - 130%)

**30%. In addition, since a crystallization condition may change with initialization

conditions, after performing initialization actuation to a medium and crystallizing

to it, it is good to consider that the crystal section after an over-write about 10

times is "un-recording / elimination condition", and to make this reflection factor

into 100%. Here, a reflection factor is a reflection factor of a medium.

[0026] Conversely, if it is the recording layer which does not pass through such a

crystallization process, since the whole melting field will not recrystailize, the

reflection factor after a record power exposure differs from the reflection factor of



an elimination condition. Usually, since the phase change mold recording layer

is amorphous immediately after membrane formation, the initialization actuation

which is made to crystallize the whole surface and is made into the condition of

not recording is required. When it initializes by the melting recrystallizing method

of this medium, a noise can be reduced and it is desirable. The crystallized state

acquired by the initialization but without melting with almost same crystallized

state (elimination condition) of the elimination field by over-writing and

crystallized state by melting recrystallization is because reflection factors also

differ unlike the crystallized state by melting recrystallization. Melting

recrystallization performs a focusing light beam to a recording layer by irradiating

in direct current.

[0027] Next, an experiment explains the mechanism of the recrystallization from

a melting condition to a detail fuhiher. It scanned carrying out the tracking of the

laser beam for record playback to the recording track In the condition of not

recording, and after impressing the record power Pw which is sufficient for fusing

a recording layer in direct current, the laser beam was intercepted at a certain

time. The lower berth of drawing 5 is the control signal of Pw at that time. After

cutoff is impressed in [ the playback power Pr ] direct current. When this truck

was reproduced by the laser beam of the playback power Pr, a regenerative

signal like the upper case of drawing 5 was acquired. This regenerative signal is



a value proportional to a reflection factor. It falls temporarily only at the time b of

Pw cutoff, and its reflection factor is [ regenerative-signal reinforcement ] almost

fixed in the other a and c. When this medium was observed by TEM, the

amorphous mark is formed in the reflection factor fall section b, and it has

checked that it was a crystallized state before and after [ a and c ] that. The

crystallized state in a and c was almost the same, and was not able to be

distinguished. That is, as long as Pw is being irradiated in direct current, it is

shown that only the latest melting field which recrystallized, became the same

crystal as the non-Records Department, and intercepted Pw makes a fusion

zone amorphous.

[0028] This is because the cooling rate of a recording layer is controlled by the

remaining-heat effectiveness from the consecutiveness section, it is intercepting

Pw to a zero level mostly, the remaining heat from the consecutiveness section

is Intercepted to a critical cooling rate required for amorphous formation not

being obtained and sufficient cooling rate for amorphous formation is obtained,

when Pw is irradiated in direct cun^ent. When the record power Pw was changed,

were experimented similarly and Pw was the power which is sufficient for fusing

a recording layer, the partial decline in a reflection factor was observed by cutoff

of Pw as well as b of drawing 5 . And the amorphous mark was formed in the

reflection factor fall section. Conversely, if a reflection factor fall is observed near



the when saying and Pw is intercepted in this way, it turns out that the recording

layer fused and the amorphous mark was formed of impression of the record

power Pw.

[0029] In an eutectic system recording layer, crystallization (recrystallization)

mainly advances with the crystal growth from the circumference crystal section

of the amorphous section or a fusion zone. Since a crystallization rate tends to

recrystallize such a recording layer quickly, the reflection factor after melting

recrystallization becomes almost equal to the reflection factor in the condition of

not recording. Of course, it may not become the same at all with the scan speed

of the shape of beam or a beam. When the reflection factor in a of drawing 5 is

specifically made into 100%, the reflection factor in c should just be the less than

**30%. It was thought that the ingredient with remarkable recrystallization did not

fit record conventionally. It is because most melting fields will recrystallize and

only the part immediately after Pw cutoff will make it amorphous, if Pw is

irradiated beyond a certain time amount in order to form a long mark. However,

this invention persons found out that the recording layer which takes the

above-mentioned crystallization process showed a rather good jitter in mark

length modulation record of high density. It is effective if a division record pulse

method is especially used together.

[0030] [3] When forming an amorphous mark with a long division pulse recording



method division pulse recording method, irradiate, combining a high-power laser

pulse and the laser pulse of low power by turns. Hereafter, a high-power laser

pulse is called a record pulse, and let power Impressed at this time be the record

power Pw. Moreover, the laser pulse of low power is called an off pulse, and let

power impressed at this time be the bias power Pb. The exposure bias power Pb

is low enough to extent which does not cause recrystallization by solid phase.

[0031] The field heated by the record pulse can be quenched relatively between

off-pulses by this, and an amorphous substance is easy to be formed. Although

it is desirable that it is recordable by the small record power Pw in order to make

the start/fall of a pulse quick or to make cheap the laser light source used for

record, that it is recordable by small power leads to it being easy to deteriorate

with playback light. For this reason, as for a medium, it is desirable to design so

that the record power Pw may be set to 8-25mW. It is 8-20mW more preferably,

and is 8-17mW especially preferably. In addition, the bias power Pb has 0.5 or

less (Pb/Pw<=0.5) desirable times of the record power Pw, and they are 0.3 or

less (Pb/Pw<=0.3) times more preferably. When the tracking engine

performance etc. is taken into consideration, the bias power Pb has a desirable

value near the value of the power Pr of the playback light which irradiates at the

time of playback. The playback power Pr is usually 0.5-1.OmW. It is good to

make bias power Pb small and it is good also as 0 to speed up a cooling rate.



That is, it is not necessary to irradiate iigfit.

[0032] It is desirable to irradiate the laser beam of the elimination power Pe at a

recording layer at the time of crystal formation. The elimination power Pe is

usually more greatly [ than the bias power Pb ] smaller than the record power Pw,

although there will be especially no limit if it is the magnitude which can heat a

recording layer so that a crystal can be eliminated in the case of over-writing. For

example, it is referred to as 0.2 <=Pe/Pw<1 .0. The magnitude of the elimination

power Pe is related also to the recrystailization field of the part fused by the

exposure of the record power Pw. If continuous irradiation of the elimination

power Pe is carried out, a recording layer can anneal the heated field relatively

and can form a crystal while it is heated to near crystallization temperature. By

combining the above, a crystal can be formed as it is amorphous, and it can

divide, and over-writing record can be performed.

[0033] In case an amorphous substance is formed, the example which irradiates

a record pulse and an off pulse by turns is shown below. In case the mark

(amorphous substance) of die length nT (T is a reference clock period and n is

the natural number) is formed, time amount nT is divided like the following

formula (1).

[Equation 1]

alphalT, betalT, alpha2T, beta2T, .... alpham-1T, betam-1T, alphamT,



betamT ... (1)

(However, alpha1+beta1+alpha2+beta2+ ... [ The zero or more real numbers

and m of alpham-1+betam-1+alpha m+beta m=n-j and j are one or more integers,

and j and m are values decided witli the combination of a medium and record

conditions. ])

the above-mentioned formula - setting - alphaiT (1 <=i<=m) - time amount - a

record pulse - irradiating - betaiT (1 <=i<=m) - an off-pulse is irradiated and

recorded on time amount. And the light which has the elimination power Pe is

irradiated in the field between marks (crystal phase). This can perform

over-writing record.

[0034] An example of a division pulse recording method is shown in drawing 6 .

It is a laser wave for (a) corresponding to a record signal, and (b) corresponding

to the record signal, and forming an amorphous substance and a crystal. In

drawing 6 , the standup of a head pulse, the standup of the last off-pulse, etc. do

not necessarily need to be in agreement with the starting position and

termination location of the original record signal. Moreover, sum total pulse width

(n-j) may be finely tuned according to former marl< length or the merit between

marl<s. Furthermore, it is most effective to make only the top record pulse alpha

1 slightly longer than a consecutiveness pulse, and to set up only the OFF pulse

width beta 1 of a head and the last edge and betam apart from other off-pulses in



order to maintain ihe property balance of a long mark and a short mark. It is

because long duration is required a little for a temperature up since the head

record pulse alpha 1 does not have the remaining-heat effectiveness. Or only

the head record pulse alpha 1 of setting up record power more highly is also

effective.

[0035] A good mark may be able to be formed by changing only betam according

to the mark length nT. For example, since heat tends to collect so that it

becomes long marks, such as 11T mark and 14T mark, in eight-to-fourteen

modulation or an EFM+ modulation, it is good to lengthen betam and to lengthen

a cooldown delay slightly. Conversely, in the short mark of 3T grade, it is good to

shorten betam. betam can be set to 0. As for the adjustment width of face of

betam, about 0.5T is desirable. Furthermore, a pulse control will become easy if

the change of a pulse is synchronized with a clock period.

[0036] [4] the medium using the eutectic system alloy recording layer of high

heat dissipation nature lamination this invention - setting - false - duality - it is

more indispensable than a system alloy recording layer to raise cooling

effectiveness further. Hereafter, in an eutectic system alloy recording layer, the

need of using the lamination of high heat dissipation nature is explained.

Although the recording layer of this invention is an eutectic system alloy with a

Sb/Te ratio higher than 70/30 and being excelled in the point in which



high-speed elimination with 10 or more m/s of linear velocity is possible, since it

is very easy to recrystallize, there is also an inclination with difficult formation of

a conversely good amorphous mark. Since the time amount by which the

elimination power Pe is irradiated by one field becomes short as linear velocity

becomes quick, and the time amount by which a recording layer is maintained at

the elevated temperature near the melting point becomes very short, crystal

growth will become inadequate. In order to ensure elimination in such a short

time, the rate of crystal growth near the melting point of a recording layer must

be raised remarkably.

[0037] It is effective to increase the amount of Sb(s) of the SbTe alloy used as a

parent to it, and to make [ more ] the superfluous amount of Sb(s) than

Sb70Te30 (M. Horie, N.Nobukuni, KKIyono, and T.Ohno., Proceedings of SPIE,

4090 (2000), 135). However, increasing Sb addition also makes quick the rate of

crystal growth at the time of melting re-coagulation while promoting the

recrystallization from the circumference crystal section of an amorphous mark. If

the recrystallization rate from the amorphous mark circumference is made quick

to some extent above, when the field fused in order to record an amorphous

mark re-solidifies, the recrystallization from a melting field periphery advances,

and it will recrystallize, without making it amorphous. Especially this inclination

becomes remarkable when an over-write [ 5-6 or more m/s of linear velocity ]. In



order to prevent this, the cooling rate of a recording layer must be made very

quick.

[0038] On the other hand, in the false system alloy recording layer of 2 yuan,

crystal nucleation is important and the rate of crystal growth is slow rather.

Crystallization is attained by filling the whole amorphous field surface with

generating many crystalline nuclei with crystal grain, even if crystal growth is

comparatively late. And high-speed elimination is atfained by promoting crystal

nucleation. Crystal nucleation usually serves as max from the melting point at

quite low temperature compared with crystal growth. Therefore, in the

temperature up process in which it results near the melting point, after carrying

out crystal nucleation at low temperature comparatively, recrystallization

progresses efficiently in the sequence of crystal growth near the melting point.

Since crystal growth cannot progress easily on the other hand even if crystal

nucleation occurs at low temperature comparatively by the process in which

temperature falls, below in the melting point from a melting condition, even if the

cooling rate of a recording layer is comparatively small, a good amorphous mark

can be formed.

[0039] [5] Since it is compatible in formation of elimination by the high

crystallization rate, and a good amorphous mark, it is necessary to promote the

heat dissipation effectiveness combining the reflecting layer of high temperature



conductivity, and to secure the cooling rate of a recording layer in a metallic

reflective layer, therefore this invention. In order to obtain sufficient reflection

factor, as for a metallic reflective layer, it is desirable to consider as 40nm or

more of thickness. However, in order to reduce membrane stress, and in order to

shorten membrane formation time amount, to shorten production time and to

reduce cost, it is desirable to consider as 400nm or less of thickness. It may be

200nm or less more preferably. Although it is better to thicken thickness for

raising heat dissipation nature generally, membrane stress is high and a crack

tends to enter, so that it is thick.

[0040] It is desirable to make thickness thinner by the film surface incidence type

medium (for example, drawing 1 ). By this type, the surface smoothness of all

the layers later formed by the surface smoothness of the reflecting layer formed

first is governed, and if the surface smoothness of a reflecting layer is bad,

record playback light will be scattered about and it will be easy to become a

noise. Since the surface smoothness of the reflective film gets worse as

thickness becomes thick, it is desirable to usually set thickness of a reflecting

layer to 100nm or less. As for the surface smoothness of a reflecting layer, it is

desirable that the granularity (roughness) when measuring the irregularity of the

front face with an atomic force microscope (Atomic Force Microscopy, AFM) is

less than 1nm. Roughness finds average height from the profile of surface



irregularity, and means the value which took the standard deviation of the

difference of elevation to the level surface of each point by making this average

height into the level surface.

[0041] The ingredient used for a metallic reflective layer has a desirable

ingredient with the small rate of the record playback absorption of light, and

since a role of a heat dissipation layer is also important, it is desirable that

thermal conductivity is large. Therefore, it is desirable to use the alloy which

makes a principal component metals of a high reflection factor, such as Ag,

aluminum, Au, and Cu, or them as a reflecting layer. When an impurity is mixed,

it has the fault to which thermal conductivity falls and the absorption of light

becomes large, but since stability and film surface surface smoothness are

improved with an alloying element on the other hand, these metals are good also

as an alloy reflecting layer which contained the impurity element below 10

atom % in Ag, aluminum, Au, and Cu. As an impurity element, Cr, Mo, Mg, Zr, V,

Nb, Hf, Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, aluminum, Pd, Pt, Pb, Cr, Co, Ti, rare

earth elements, O, N, etc. are mentioned. These element concentration carries

out to below pentatomic % more preferably.

[0042] Since it is hard to absorb the light of short wavelength as compared with

Au, Cu, and aluminum, Ag of Ag is desirable especially when using short

wavelength laser with a wavelength of 650nm or less. Thermal conductivity of Ag



is large, and since a reflection factor will become large if there is thicl<ness wiiicii

is a certain extent, it can expect the increment in the signal amplitude using

optical cross protection, and sufficient heat dissipation effectiveness.

Furthermore, the price as a sputtering target is comparatively cheap, the

discharge of Ag is stable, its membrane formation rate is quick, since it is stable

in air, it is desirable in respect of productivity and economical efficiency, and it

excels aluminum, Au, Cu, etc. also in these points. Therefore, it is advantageous

to a reflecting layer to use the metal or alloy which uses Ag as a principal

component.

[0043] By the way, the heat conductivity of a reflecting layer is considered to be

in inverse proportion to the volume resistivity in general from Wiedemann

Francis's (Wiedemann-Franz) principle. And since the heat dissipation

effectiveness by the reflecting layer is proportional to thickness, it is in inverse

proportion to sheet resistivity. Therefore, thermal conductivity and the heat

dissipation effectiveness can be evaluated by measuring resistivity. Generally,

although measurement of the thermal conductivity of a thin film is difficult,

resistivity is comparatively easy to measure. In order to acquire sufficient heat

dissipation effectiveness, as for the sheet resistivity of a reflecting layer, it is

desirable to carry out to below O.Sohms / **. It carries out to below 0.4ohms /
**

more preferably. However, since record sensibility will get worse if the heat



dissipation nature of a reflecting layer is too high, it is desirable to carry out to

more than 0.2ohms / **. In order to attain the above-mentioned sheet resistivity

by thin thickness, as for the volume resistivity of a reflecting layer, it is desirable

to carry out to below 100n ohm-m. Although the volume resistivity of a reflecting

layer is so good that it is small, it is restricted as a matter of fact 20nohm and

more than m. In the state of the thin film whose thickness is about 100nm, it is

because a volume resistivity becomes large [ a bulk condition ] to about 10 times.

[0044] [6] In translucent layer this invention, it is characterized [ one ] by a

translucent layer consisting of an alloy which uses Ag or Ag as a principal

component. Since the heat of a recording layer can be missed in both a

reflecting layer and a translucent layer by this, still higher heat dissipation nature

is realizable. Moreover, the translucent layer which uses Ag as a principal

component has little absorption of short wave Nagamitsu, and a refractive-index

difference with a protective layer (usually refractive indexes 1 .5-2.5) is large, and

since the reflection factor difference of a crystallized state and an amorphous

state can be enlarged, high contrast and big signal amplitude are obtained in a

low-to-high medium. Furthermore, record sensibility is also improvable.

[0045] In addition, although the condition that the permeability of light is usually

10% or more as the film is "translucent" is shown, in this invention, 20% or more

is 30% or more desirable especially preferably. The upper limit of permeability is



100%. It can ask for permeability by count from the complex index of refraction

to light and thickness of the wavelength to be used. It is Ra-Rc>=15(%) when

setting the reflection factor of a medium in case (%), Ra, and this recording layer

are crystallized states about the reflection factor of a medium in case a recording

layer is an amorphous state to Rc (%) preferably. Filling this means obtaining

high contrast and large signal amplitude by the low-to-high medium.

[0046] Since an eutectic system alloy recording layer has the property of being

hard to enlarge Ra-Rc to short wave Nagamitsu, especially the usefulness that

uses a translucent layer on the wavelength of 450nm or less is high. In addition,

Rc and Ra can be roughly calculated by optical count. However, since the

amorphous mark is formed all over the background of a crystallized state in fact

and effect of reflective from the crystal section cannot be removed, Ra actual

measurement consists lowness of Ra calculated value about 5 point. Calculated

value and the actual measurement of Rc correspond mostly. In this invention,

although Ra-Rc>=15% is made desirable, this is based on an actual

measurement. Therefore, if calculated value compares, it corresponds to

Ra-Rc>=20%. Moreover, in order to attain high record sensibility, without

exerting trouble on a focus servo or a tracking servo, considering as

0%<Rc<=15% is desirable. In order to maintain these servoes stably, being

referred to as 5%<=Rc is more desirable.



[0047] The thickness of a translucent layer Is decided by optical conditions and

thermal conditions. In the case of the translucent layer which uses Ag as a

principal component, in order to be translucent, 50nm or less of thickness is

desirable. Moreover, in order to obtain high contrast and the high signal

amplitude and to make it a low-to-high medium, 40nm or less is desirable.

However, when achieving the function as a translucent layer, It is good to

consider as 1nm or more of thickness. The optimal thickness changes also with

the wavelength of the laser beam to be used. For example, when the wavelength

of a laser beam is 350-450nm, 5-3Qnm of thickness is desirable. It is because

the 1st protection layer membrane thickness dependency of Rc will become

steep if it exceeds 30nm, and it is hard coming to carry out control of Rc by

thickness. Also in order to make Rc into 5-15% of range, SOnm or less is

desirable. Moreover, when it is made thinner than 5nm, it is because there is an

Inclination for the contrast of Ra-Rc to become small. Furthermore, In order to

obtain high heat dissipation nature, lOnm or more of thickness Is desirable.

[0048] A translucent layer consists of an alloy which uses Ag or Ag as a principal

component in this invention. If an impurity is mixed, thermal conductivity will fall,

the absorption of light will become large, but since stability and film surface

surface smoothness are improved with an alloying element on the other hand,

Ag Is good also as an alloy containing the impurity element below 10 atom %. As



an impurity element, Cr, Mo, Mg, Zr, V, Nb, Hf, Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au,

aluminum, Pd, Pt, Pb, Cr, Co, Ti, rare earth elements, O, N, etc. are mentioned.

These element concentration carries out to below pentatomic % more preferably.

In addition, the dielectric multilayers (dielectric mirror) which accumulated the

dielectric layer from which a refractive index differs as a translucent layer are

also known. However, dielectric multilayers tend to produce film exfoliation by

the environmental condition, and a heat dissipation nature improvement effect

like a metal is not acquired, either.

[0049] In order to acquire sufficient heat dissipation effectiveness, as for the

sheet resistivity of a translucent layer, it is desirable to cany out to below

O.Sohms / **. It carries out to below 0.4ohms /
** more preferably. However,

since record sensibility will get worse if the heat dissipation nature of a

translucent layer is too high, it is desirable to carry out to more than 0.2ohms /

In order to attain the above-mentioned sheet resistivity by thin thickness, as for

the volume resistivity of a translucent layer, it is desirable to carry out to below

100n ohm-m. Although the volume resistivity of a translucent layer is so good

that it is small, it is restricted as a matter of fact 20nohm and more than m. In the

state of the thin film whose thickness is about 100nm, it is because a volume

resistivity becomes large [ a bulk condition ] to about 10 times. As mentioned

above, with the combination of the translucent layer which uses the eutectic



system recording layer and Ag in tills invention as a principal component, with

constituting a low-to-high medium, the light energy absorption coefficient of heat

dissipation nature and a crystallized state can be made high, and high record

sensibility, high contrast, and the high signal amplitude can be attained.

[0050] [7] In protective layer this invention, the recording layer is covered with

the protective layer in the upper and lower sides. What counters the 1st

protective layer and a reflecting layer in what counters a translucent layer is

called the 2nd protective layer. Therefore, by the medium of this invention, when

Incidence of the laser beam for record playback is carried out from a substrate

side, it consists of a substrate, a translucent layer, the 1st protective layer, a

recording layer, the 2nd protective layer, and a reflecting layer fundamentally,

and a protection coat layer is prepared on it if needed ( drawing 2 ). On the other

hand, when incidence of the laser beam for record playback is carried out from a

film surface, it becomes lamination contrary to this and consists of a

transparence enveloping layer (cover layer) a substrate, a reflecting layer, the

2nd protective layer, a recording layer, the 1st protective layer, a translucent

layer, and if needed ( drawing 1 ). Moreover, even if a case constitutes these

each class on both sides of a substrate, it is good also as a medium which ****s

a film surface (protection coat layer) inside, and has each class on both sides.

[0051] The ingredient of a protective layer is determined with careful attention to



a refractive index, tiiermal conductivity, chemical stability, a mechanical strength,

adhesion, etc. Generally, transparency contains the dielectric which is

high-melting highly. Specifically, fluorides, such as an oxide of a metal or a

semi-conductor, a sulfide, a nitride, and calcium, Mg, Li, can be used. As for

these oxides, a sulfide, a nitride, and a fluoride, it is also effective for it not to be

necessary to necessarily take stoichiometric composition, and to control a

presentation, or to mix and to use for control, such as a refractive index. The

mixture of heat-resistant compounds, such as ZnS, a rare earth sulfide, an oxide,

a nitride, and carbide, is more specifically mentioned. As for the film consistency

of these protective layers, it is desirable from the field of a mechanical strength

that it is 80% or more of a bulk condition.

[0052] The dielectric which contains sulfur as a protective layer is used in many

cases. For example, the mixture protective layer which mixed ZnS 80-mol% and

mixed Si02 at an about [ 20mol% ] rate is used widely. It is because it excels in

adhesion with Sb and Te which are the principal component of a recording layer

and the defective growth by the exfoliation at the time of repeat over-writing or

prolonged preservation can be controlled, concrete ~ zinc sulfide, a sulfuration

tantalum, a sulfide like rare earth sulfides (Y, La, Ce, Nd, etc.), or oxysulfide like

Y202S ~ as independent or mixture ~ less than [ more than 20mol%90mol% ]
~

what is included Is desirable. As for the remainder of mixture, it is desirable that



the melting point or decomposition temperature is a heat-resistant compound

1000 degrees C or more. As a heat-resistant compound 1000 degrees C or

more, fluorides, such as oxides, such as Mg, calcium, Sr, Y, La, Ce, Ho, Er, Yb,

Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Zn, aluminum, Si, germanium, and Pb, a nitride, carbide,

and calcium, Mg, Li, are mentioned for the melting point or decomposition

temperature. The mixture of these thermal-resistance dielectric and ZnS and the

mixture of a heat-resistant dielectric, Y202S, and ZnO are used most preferably.

Of course, the protective layer which consists only of a dielectric which does not

contain sulfur is also usable. As for especially the thermal conductivity of the 1st

protective layer, it is more desirable than the 2nd protective layer to make it into

height. Although there is a translucent layer which contains Ag near the 1st

protective layer, since a translucent layer is not made thickly as a reflecting layer,

in order to compensate heat dissipation nature, it is desirable [ a layer ] to raise

the thermal conductivity of the 1st protective layer. For this reason, it is desirable

to use an ingredient with the high thermal conductivity of the oxide which does

not contain sulfur in the 1st protective layer, a nitride, etc.

[0053] As for a protective layer, it is desirable that it is the high refractive index

[ as / whose refractive indexes it is substantially transparent to record playback

light, and are 2.0-2.4 ] in order to make optical cross protection into max. In

addition, it says that the absolute value of the imaginary part of complex index of



refraction is 0.1 or less substantially as it is transparent. It is 0.05 or less

preferably. Besides the limit from the field of the above-mentioned mechanical

strength and dependability, the thickness of a recording layer and a protective

layer also takes into consideration the cross protection accompanying a

multilayer configuration, its absorption efficiency of a laser beam is good, and it

is chosen so that the amplitude of a record signal, i.e., the contrast in a record

condition and the condition of not recording, may become large. The thickness of

a protective layer has desirable 1nm or more, in order to prevent deformation of

a recording layer. It is desirable to, make small the difference of the internal

stress of the dielectric itself which constitutes a protective layer, or elasticity with

the film which has touched on the other hand, and to set thickness to 500nm or

less, in order to make a crack hard to generate.

[0054] Generally, a membrane fomnation rate is small and the ingredient which

constitutes a protective layer has long membrane formation time amount. In

order to shorten membrane formation time amount, to shorten production time

and to reduce cost, it is desirable to hold down protection layer membrane

thickness to 200nm or less. Moreover, since the shape of the configuration of the

slot formed in the substrate and a quirk on the front face of a recording layer will

change a lot if not much thick, 200nm or less is desirable also at this point. It is

150nm or less more preferably. Since it needs to control deformation of the



substrate by heat and a transparence enveloping layer, supposing especially the

1st protective layer (protective layer between a translucent layer and a recording

layer) does not have a translucent layer, it is usually required 50nm or more.

However, since the heat damage which the substrate which touches a

translucent layer, and a cover layer receive because there is a translucent layer

in this invention is mitigated, there should just be 1nm or more of thickness of the

1st protective layer. And in order to fully employ the heat dissipation nature of a

translucent layer efficiently, it is desirable to make it thin with lOOnm or less of

thickness. Furthermore, in order to acquire high contrast on the wavelength of

about 400nm, 40nm or less is desirable. It prevents accumulating heat into a

protective layer with low thermal conductivity by this.

[0055] On the other hand, for deformation control of a recording layer, lOnm or

more of thickness of the 2nd protective layer (protective layer between a metallic

reflective layer and a recording layer) is desirable. Generally, microscopic plastic

deformation is accumulated in the interior of the 2nd protective layer by repeat

over-writing, as a result playback light is scattered, and a noise is made to

increase. In order to control this, it is desirable to set protection layer membrane

thickness to 60nm or less. Furthermore, in order to consider as a low-to-high

medium using cross protection, it is desirable to thicken the 2nd protective layer

with about 30-50nm on the wavelength of about 400nm. And in thickening the



2nd protective layer in tiiis way, it maizes a metallic reflective layer high

[
especially thermal conductivity ]. If it is a medium for performing record

playback, for example with with a 350nm or more wavelength [ 450nm or less ]

light putting the above together, it is desirable that the thickness of 30nm or more

50nm or less and a metallic reflective layer sets [ the thickness of a translucent

layer / the thickness of the 5nm or more 30nm or less and the 1 st protective layer

/ the thickness of 1nm or more 40nm or less and a recording layer / the thickness

of the 5nm or more 20nm or less and the 2nd protective layer ] to 40nm or more

lOOnm or less. In addition, on record playback wavelength, the 1st protective

layer and the 2nd protective layer are substantially transparent, and are

premised on or more 2.0 being 2.4 or less by the refractive index.

[0056] [8] In diffusion prevention layer this invention, when the 1st protective

layer contains the dielectric containing sulfur, it is characterized by preparing a

diffusion prevention layer between a translucent layer and the 1st protective

layer. Moreover, to contain the dielectric with which a metallic reflective layer

uses Ag as a principal component, and the 2nd protective layer contains sulfur, it

is necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer between a reflecting layer

and the 2nd protective layer. If the translucent layer which uses a

sulfur-containing protective layer and Ag as a principal component has touched

directly, in order to spread the sulfur contained in a protective layer in a



translucent layer, to react with Ag and to spoil the function of a translucent layer,

it is necessary to prepare a diffusion prevention layer among both layers, and to

prevent this. As it Is in the below-mentioned example, in the lamination which

prepared Ag translucent layer, the 1st protective layer containing sulfur, a

recording layer, the 2nd protective layer containing sulfur, and Ag reflecting layer

in order, the property after repeat record etc. is not good.

[0057] The ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer is required to be hard to be

spread to Ag which fomns a translucent layer, i.e., to form neither Ag, a

compound nor the solid solution. And it is required that reactivity with the sulfur

contained in a protective layer should be low, or the sulfide should also be

chemically stable. The ingredient which fulfills the conditions of being hard to

diffuse a sulfur atom with adhesion sufficient [ a diffusion prevention layer ] with

the protective layer in which adhesion with the translucent layer or reflecting

layer which is hard to diffuse in a translucent layer or a reflecting layer contains

good sulfur is used. For example, from a metal or an alloy, various compounds,

or such mixture, the ingredient suitable for the above-mentioned conditions can

be chosen suitably, and can be used.

[0058] As a metal or an alloy, silicon, nickel, a tantalum, cobalt, chromium, a

tungsten, and vanadium are used preferably. A tantalum and nickel do not

produce problems, such as exfoliation by the internal stress of a thin film.



especially, but since stability is good, desirable especially a desirable thing is a

tantalum. On the other hand. It is chosen out of a metallic oxide, a metal nitride,

metallic carbide, semi-conductor oxide, a semi-conductor nitride, semi-conductor

carbide, amorphous carbon, etc. as a compound. It is desirable that the melting

point is a heat-resistant compound 1000 degrees C or more with a stable

compound. Specifically, silicon oxide, silicon nitride, silicon carbide, tantalum

oxide, cerium oxide, a lanthanum trioxide, yttrium oxide, an aluminum oxide, a

silver oxide, etc. are mentioned. Highly transparent amorphous hydrogenation

carbon Is mentioned as amorphous carbon. Desirable especially a desirable

thing is silicon oxide at the point that a role of a dielectric protective layer can

also be played at the same time silicon oxide and tantalum oxide form a diffusion

prevention layer especially.

[0059] In addition, as a diffusion prevention layer, what has a small absorption

coefficient in the wavelength of record playback light is desirable. Since it is

desirable that permeability is optically high when preparing between a

translucent layer and the 1st protective layer especially, it is desirable that it is

the transparence dielectric which does not have absorption substantially. When

preparing between a reflecting layer and the 2nd protective layer, there may be

some light absorption nature and a metal and an alloy can also be used suitably.

In order to harness the optical physical properties and thermal physical



properties of a translucent layer or a reflecting layer, as for a diffusion prevention

layer, preparing as tfiinly as possible is desirable. 10nm or less is specifically

desirable, and 5nm or less is more desirable. However, since sufficient diffusion

prevention effectiveness may become is hard to be acquired if too thin, for

acquiring sufficient preservation stability, 0.5nm or more is desirable, and 1 nm or

more is more desirable. Since the transparence dielectric is amorphous, film

surface surface smoothness etc. is not influenced by crystal grain like a metal

and the thin uniform film can be produced, the comparatively thin film of the

diffusion prevention layer which consists of a transparence dielectric is also

usable.

[0060] in addition, the oxygen etc. and the reflecting layer which the translucent

layer reacted with the oxygen in a membrane formation ambient atmosphere etc.,

or stuck to the protective layer when a translucent layer and the 1st protective

layer were continued and prepared, or when the 2nd protective layer and a

reflecting layer were continued and prepared - reacting - a part - the layer

which consists of a passive state of a metallic oxide may be formed in an

interface, and a role like a diffusion prevention layer may be played substantially

However, since the diffusion prevention effectiveness of such a layer is not large,

it Is desirable to prepare a diffusion prevention layer positively to acquire

sufficient preservation stability. An above recording layer, protective layer.



reflecting layer, translucent layer, and diffusion prevention layer is formed by the

sputtering method etc. These layers are desirable at the point that performing

film formation with the in-line equipment which installed the sputtering target of

each class in the same vacuum chamber prevents the oxidation and

contamination between each class. Moreover, it excels also from the field of

productivity.

[0061] Now, the medium of this invention improves compared with the

well-known high-to-low medium which consists of the 1st protective layer, a

recording layer, the 2nd protective layer, a diffusion prevention layer, and a

reflecting layer also in the minimum value and the record power margin of a jitter

when changing record power. Although the reason for an improvement is not

necessarily clear, that to which the following possibility influenced ** for each

other, and has taken effect Is conjectured. That is, it is thought that aggravation

of the repeat recording characteristic of a phase change mold optical recording

medium is the causes with main a recording layer moving by the repeat of record.

Although the 1st protective layer and a recording layer are prepared on a

translucent layer, since the front face of the substrate side incidence type

medium of this invention of a translucent layer is moderately ruined, it can

consider that the recording layer prepared after that is the situation which is hard

to move by the repeat of record. Moreover, it is also guessed that it is the



situation that tiie heat distribution at the time of record makes migration of a

recording layer small as compared with the usual high-to-low medium.

Furthermore, It Is also predicted by considering as the lamination containing the

translucent layer to which the main causes of property degradation by repeat

record of the usual high-to-low medium are In heat deformation of a substrate

etc., and use Ag of this Invention as a principal component that the damage to a

substrate becomes small.

[0062] [9] Explain other layer structure parts which constitute the medium for

optical Information record of this invention below other lamination parts. In the

medium for optical information record of this invention, a substrate is

approached and fomned In either a translucent layer or a reflecting layer. As a

substrate, resin, such as a polycarbonate, polyacrylate, and polyoleflne, or glass

can be used. To carry out Incidence of the record playback light from a substrate

side, a substrate needs to presuppose that It Is transparent to record playback

light. In these, a polycarbonate also has a track record. It is cheap, and since It

excels also In economical efficiency. It Is desirable. The thickness of a substrate

is usually 0.1-2mm preferably 0.05-5mm. If It Is a substrate side incidence type

medium, it will come to prepare a protection coat layer in the opposite side with

the 2nd protective layer of a metallic reflective layer. A protection coat layer

consists of for example, ultraviolet curing mold resin, a dielectric, plastics, etc.



The thickness of a protection coat layer is usually 1 micrometers or more 200

micrometers or less.

[0063] If It is a film surface incidence type medium, it will come to prepare a

transparence enveloping layer (cover layer) in the opposite side with the 1st

protective layer of a translucent layer. A transparence enveloping layer consists

of for example, ultraviolet curing mold resin, a dielectric, plastics, etc. In order to

protect a recording layer etc. from a head, 10 micrometers or more of thickness

of a transparence enveloping layer are desirable. However, since the distance of

an optical head and a recording layer will become long and it will be hard coming

to carry out high density record if not much thick, 200 micrometers or less of

thickness are desirable. Generally, from the substrate side incidence type

medium, the way of a film surface incidence type medium can bring the distance

of an optical head and a recording layer close, and is suitable for high density

record. In addition, the medium of this invention is not limited to the above

lamination, and other layers may be minded or you may make it constitute each

class from two or more film between each class if needed. In this invention, a

repeat recording characteristic, a record power margin, preservation stability, etc.

will not be improvable without taking the above lamination by the low-to-high

medium using an eutectic system alloy recording layer. Or crystallization from an

amorphous state can obtain the medium which was excellent in a repeat



recording characteristic, a record power margin, preservation stability, etc. in ttie

low-to-liigh medium using the recording layer which advances as a subject in the

crystal growth from the boundary of the amorphous section or a fusion zone, and

the crystal section again. And this medium is a medium for optical information

record which was [ stability / a jitter, a record power margin, a repeat recording

characteristic, / preservation ] superior to the medium known conventionally.

[0064]

[Example] Yes in what is restricted to these examples unless this invention

exceeds the summary hereafter, although an example explains this invention to

a detail further. Consisting of almost pure Ag, when calling it Ag translucent layer

and Ag reflecting layer to below, the volume resistivities in the thin film condition

are about 30 ohm-nm. When calling it Ag alloy translucent layer and Ag alloy

reflecting layer, it is Ag98Cu1Au1 alloy (atomic %), and the volume resistivities

of the thin film condition are about 35 ohm-nm. Sheet resistivity will be obtained

if a volume resistivity is **(ed) by thickness. Resistivity is JIS. It measured by the

4 **** method according to K7194. Moreover, the slot for record playback light

guidance is formed in the substrate. In addition, below, it sees from a record

playback light incidence side, and a near field is called a slot (groove) and a

distant field is called a land (between slots). The refractive index of ZnS-Si02 is

about 2.3 in about 2.1 wavelength of about 400nm on the wavelength of



630-660nm. Except this, the numeric value shown in the example of reference

mentioned later was used for optical count.

[0065] [Example 1 ; substrate incidence type]

(Production of an optical disl<) On the transparence substrate which consists of a

polycarbonate with a thickness of 0.6mm Ag translucent layer (18nm), a Si02

diffusion prevention layer (5nm), the ZnS-Si02 1st protective layer (90nm),

germanium5ln3Sb68Te24 recording layer (15nm), the ZnS-Si02 2nd protective

layer (30nm), The Si02 diffusion prevention layer (5nm) and Ag reflecting layer

(120nm) were formed in this order by the sputtering method, and the protection

coat layer which consists of ultraviolet-rays hardening resin further was formed

on this. Then, the protection coat layer was caried out inside, two substrates

with which these layers were formed were stuck, and the optical disk was

produced. In addition, the flute width [ of 0.56 micrometers ], channel depth [ of

67nm ], and slot pitch 1 .2micrometer slot was spirally formed in the substrate.

Initialization actuation was performed to this optical disk, and the recording layer

was crystallized.

[0066] (Evaluation of a reflection factor) When incidence of the record playback

light (wavelength of 635nm) was carried out to this optical disk from the

substrate side and the reflection factor was measured, the reflection factor Ra of

an amorphous condition (record condition) was larger than the reflection factor



Rc of a crystallized state (condition of not recording). That is, it is a low-to-high

medium. The crystallized state reflection factor Rc was about 11 % in Mizouchi.

The amorphous section reflection factor Ra in 14T mark when recording by

Pw=1 1mW was about 26%. Ra-Rc = it was about 15%.

[0067] (Record playback conditions) The recording characteristic was measured

using the wavelength of 635nm, and the optical disk evaluation equipment which

has the optical system of NA0.6. Incidence of the record playback light was

carried out from the substrate side. The division pulse recording method as

shown in drawing 6 was used for record, record conditions ~ the ratio of

linear-velocity 4 m/s, the elimination power Pe, and the record power Pw ~ it

considered as Pe/Pw=0.5, bias power Pb=0.8mW, and T= 38.2ns of reference

clock periods, and the 8-16 modulation random signal (the so-called EFM+

modulating signal) used by DVD specification was recorded. In this example, it

considered as number-of-partitions m=n -1 , and die-length alphaiT (2 <=i<=m) of

the record pulse section (Pw exposure section) of the 2nd henceforth was not

depended on i, but it was presupposed that it is fixed. Moreover, die-length

betalT (2 <=i<=m -1) of the 2nd to the m-lst off pulse sections (Pb exposure

section) was not depended on i, but it was presupposed that it is fixed. Playback

was performed by linear-velocity 4 m/s and playback power Pr=0.8mW.

[0068] (Record power dependency evaluation of a jitter) First, 10 times (Direct



Over Write, DOW), it reproduced after that, and 3T tooth-space jitter (3T mark

Mabe jitter) was measured. In addition, mark Mabe (tooth space) corresponds to

the non-Records Department and the elimination section, and the mark section

corresponds to the Records Department. 3T tooth space Is the jitter of mark

Mabe of die-length 3T when reproducing 8-16 modulating signal which pointed

out mark Mabe of die-length 3T, and was recorded as 3T tooth-space jitter. It

changed 1mW of record power Pw at a time, this measurement was performed,

and the record power dependency of 3T tooth-space jitter was evaluated. A

result is shown in drawing 7 (a).

[0069] (Repetition recording rate (DOW cycle) dependency evaluation of a jitter)

Next, whenever It perfonned count over-writing of predetermined, the jitter was

measured, and conditions (Pw=11mW and Pe=5.5mW) estimated the repetition

recording rate (DOW cycle) dependency of 3T tooth-space jitter. A result is

shown In drawing 7 (b). Drawing 7 (a) shows 3T tooth-space jitter

(axis-of-ordinate;%) to record power (axis of abscissa; mW), and drawing 7 (b)

shows 3T tooth-space jitter (axis of ordinate) to repeat record (axis of abscissa).

The jitter used the value standardized T= 38.2ns of reference clock periods. In

addition, it evaluated about both slot record and land record. The optical disk of

an example 1 has the low minimum value of a jitter, its record power margin of a

jitter is large, and its property degradation after repeat record is small, and it is



an outstanding optical disk.

[0070] (Environmental test-proof) Next, the environmental test-proof which

maintains this optical disk at 80 degrees C and the environment of 85%RH for

100 hours was performed. Abnormalities, such as film peeling by this, were not

seen. Before and after the environmental test-proof, the recording characteristic

was measured using the above-mentioned optical disk evaluation equipment. It

reproduced and the jitter was measured, after the over-write [ being referred to

as Pw=11mW and Pe=5.5mW and / a 8-16 modulation random signal /

Mizouchi ] under the same record playback conditions as the above-mentioned

10 times. 3T tooth-space jitters were 9.8% and 9.6% before and behind the

environmental test-proof, respectively, and degradation by the environmental

test-proof was small. In addition, 3T tooth-space jitter Is a reference clock period.

It standardized In 38.2ns. From the above evaluation, the optical disk of an

example 1 is excellent In repeat recording characteristics, record power margins,

and all the preservation stability.

[0071] [~ example of comparison 1; substrate Incidence type; ~

translucent-layer-less]

(Production of an optical disk) On the transparence substrate which consists of a

polycarbonate with a thickness of 0.6mm, the ZnS-SI02 1st protective layer

(75nm), gemianium5ln3Sb68Te24 recording layer (15nm), the ZnS-SI02 2nd



protective layer (20nm), the Si02 diffusion prevention layer (5nm), and Ag

reflecting layer (120nm) were formed in this order by the sputtering method, and

the protection coat layer which consists of ultraviolet-rays hardening resin further

on this was formed. Then, the protection coat layer was carried out inside, two

substrates with which these layers were formed were stuck, and the optical disk

was produced. In addition, the shape of a quirk of a substrate was the same as

an example 1. Initialization actuation was performed to this optical disk, and the

recording layer was crystallized.

[0072] (Evaluation of a reflection factor) Ra of this optical disk was smaller than

Rc. That is, it is a high-to-low medium. Rc was about 14% in Mizouchi. Ra in 14T

mark when recording by Pw=1 1mW was about 3%.

(Jitter evaluation) The evaluation same to this optical disk as an example 1 was

performed. A result is shown in drawing 8 . The optical disk of the example 1 of a

comparison was inferior to the optical disk of an example 1 in respect of [ all ] the

property after the minimum value of a jitter, the record power margin of a jitter,

and repeat record.

(Environmental test-proof) When the same evaluation as an example 1 was

performed, 3T tooth-space jitters standardized the reference clock period in

environmental-test-proof order were 11.2% and 11.5%, respectively, and

degradation by the environmental test-proof was small.



[0073] [~ example of comparison 2; substrate incidence type; ~

diffuslon-prevention-layer-less] - the optical disk was produced like the example

1 except there being no diffusion prevention layer between Ag translucent layer

(18nm) and the 1st protective layer. The shape of a quirk of a substrate is the

same as an example 1 . Initialization actuation was performed to this optical disk,

and the recording layer was crystallized the first stage. Ra of the reflection factor

of this optical disk is larger than Rc about 15%. That is, it is a low-to-high

medium. The evaluation same to this optical disk as an example 1 was

performed. A result is shown in drawing 9 . The optical disk of the example 1 of a

comparison was inferior to the optical disk of an example 1 in respect of the

minimum value of a jitter, and the property after repeat record. Property

degradation especially by repeat record was remarkable. Next, when the

environmental test-proof which maintains this optical disk at 80 degrees C and

the environment of 85%RH for 100 hours was performed, discoloration of a

reflecting layer was observed. It is thought that Ag reflecting layer deteriorated

by diffusion of the sulfur from the 1st protective layer.

[0074] [~ example 2; substrate incidence type; ~ multiple-value record]

(Production of an optical disk) On the transparence substrate which consists of a

polycarbonate with a thickness of 0.6mm Ag translucent layer (15nm), a Si02

diffusion prevention layer (5nm), the ZnS-Si02 1st protective layer (25nm),



germanium5ln3Sb68Te24 recording layer (14nm), the ZnS-Si02 2nd protective

layer (30nm), The Si02 diffusion prevention layer (5nm) and Ag reflecting layer

(100nm) were formed in this order by the sputtering method, and the protection

coat layer which consists of ultraviolet-rays hardening resin further was formed

on this. Then, the protection coat layer was carried out inside, two substrates

with which these layers were formed were stuck, and the optical disk was

produced. In addition, the flute width [ of 0.4 micrometers ], channel depth [ of

45nm ], and slot pitch O.Smicrometer slot was spirally formed in the substrate.

Initialization actuation was perfomried to this optical disk, and the recording layer

was crystallized.

(Evaluation of a reflection factor) When incidence of the record playback light

(wavelength of 402nm) was carried out to this optical disk from the substrate

side, Ra was larger than Rc. That is, it is a low-to-high medium. When asked for

the reflection factor by optical count, the calculated value of Ra of the calculated

value of Rc was 37% 14% (wavelength is assumed to be 405nm).

[0075] (Evaluation of the recording characteristic in multiple-value record) About

the optical disk of this example, multiple-value record was performed by the

following principles using the wavelength of 402nm, and the optical disk

evaluation equipment which has the optical system of NA0.65, and the recording

characteristic was measured. Incidence of the record playback light was carried



out from the substrate side. The sum of the record power Pw, the bias power Pb,

Pw exposure section tw, and Pb exposure sections tb, tw, and tb is set to tau,

and record linear velocity is set to v. a ratio [ as opposed to / set tau constant and

/ tau of tw ]
- by changing tw/tau, the area of the amorphous mark formed within

the fixed section (section equivalent to product vtau of tau and v) can be

changed. The reflection factor within the section is decided according to the ratio

of the area of the amorphous mark within the section, and the area of the

crystallized state of the background. Therefore, a reflection factor can be

gradually changed by changing tw/tau gradually. By setting the threshold of a

reflection factor as a multistage story The information on three or more values is

recordable on the one section (). [
K.] Kiyono M.Horie and T. Ohno, T.Uematsu,

and T. Hashizume and M.P.O'Neili, K.Balasubramanian, R.Narayan, D.Warland,

and T.Zhou, Japanese Journal of Appllied Physics, 40 (2001), 1855 pages. In

addition, since recrystallization in case a recording layer re-solidifies is

remarkable, in the case of tb=0, an eutectic system alloy recording layer is

crystallized nearly completely. And the cooling effect becomes large as tb is

made to increase, recrystallization is controlled and the size of an amorphous

mark becomes large. If tb/tau is made to increase in monotone, amorphous mark

size will become large until tb/tau reaches to about 70 - 80 [ 0 to ]%, and a

reflection factor will increase in monotone in the meantime. In addition, the



concept of elimination power does not exist in multiple-value record.

[0076] Record conditions were set to linear-velocity 5 m/s, record power

Pw=5.5mW, and bias power Pb=0.5mW, were set to v tau= 0.25 micrometers for

tau= 50ns, changed tw/tau, recorded, as shown in drawing 10 , they changed the

reflection factor to eight steps, and they performed octal record. In drawing 10 ,

an axis of ordinate is the electrical-potential-difference value of a regenerative

signal, and corresponds to a reflection factor. The level 8 which is a low

reflection factor most is in the condition crystallized completely, and it was

mostly in agreement with the reflection factor Rc for which it asked by optical

count. The level 1 which Is a high reflection factor most became a little lower

than the reflection factor Ra for which it asked by optical count. By the

comparison with an actual measurement, 10% or more of reflection factor

difference was acquired by Rc and Ra. Repeatedly and change of each

reflection factor level was observed. [ optical disk / this ] As shown in drawing 10 ,

as for the reflection factor, after 10,000 repetition records hardly changed. Next,

on this disk, after irradiating a record power Pw=5.5mW laser beam in direct

current by linear-velocity 5 m/s, the reflection factor of the exposure section was

measured. When the reflection factor of the crystal section after initializing a disk

and performing over-writing about 10 times was made into 100%, the reflection

factor of the exposure section was 100%.



[0077] (Evaluation of the recording characteristic in binary record) Next, the

usual binary record was performed about this optical disk, and the recording

characteristic was evaluated. The division pulse recording method as shown in

drawing 6 was used for record. Record conditions were made into linear-velocity

7 m/s, record power Pw=5.1mW, elimination power Pe=2.2mW, bias power

Pb=0.5mW, and about 0.23 micrometers (the shortest mark length) of 2T mark

length, and mark length modulation record by the RLL (1 7) method was

performed. In this example, it considered as number-of-partitions m=n -1, and

die-length alphaiT (2 <=i<=m) of the record pulse section (Pw exposure section)

of the 2nd henceforth was not depended on i, but it was presupposed that it is

fixed. Moreover, die-length betalT (2 <=l<=m -1) of the 2nd to the m-1st off pulse

sections (Pb exposure section) was not depended on i, but it was presupposed

that it is fixed. Playback was performed by linear-velocity 3.1 m/s and playback

power Pr=0.5mW.

[0078] Data after measuring a jitter the above condition whenever it performs

count over-writing of predetermined, and making it binary through an equalizer

to The recording rate (DOW cycle) dependency was repeatedly evaluated about

the clock jitter. Consequently, the jitter did not increase to about 10,000

repetition records, but it was 9% or less. In addition, Data to A clock jitter is the

value which evaluated fluctuation between the marks of all the die length



contained in data on the basis of the reference clock period. Next, on this disk,

after irradiating a record power Pw=5.1mW laser beam in direct current by

linear-velocity 7 m/s, the reflection factor of the exposure section was measured.

When the reflection factor of the crystal section after initializing a disk and

performing over-writing about 10 times was made into 100%, the reflection factor

of the exposure section was 110-115%.

[0079] [~ example of comparison 3; substrate incidence type; ~ multiple-value

record; ~ translucent-layer-less]

(Production of an optical disk) On the transparence substrate which consists of a

polycarbonate with a thickness of 0.6mm, the ZnS-SI02 1st protective layer

(40nm), germanium5ln3Sb68Te24 recording layer (ISnm), the ZnS-Si02 2nd

protective layer (8nm), the Si02 diffusion prevention layer (5nm), and Ag

reflecting layer (lOOnm) were formed in this order by the sputtering method, and

the protection coat layer which consists of ultraviolet-rays hardening resin further

on this was formed. Then, the protection coat layer was carried out inside, two

substrates with which these layers were formed were stuck, and the optical disk

was produced. In addition, the flute width [ of 0.4 micrometers ], channel depth

[ of 50nm ], and slot pitch O.Smicrometer slot was spirally formed in the substrate.

Initialization actuation was perfomried to this optical disk, and the recording layer

was crystallized.



[0080] (Evaluation of a reflection factor) When incidence of the record playback

light (wavelength of 402nm) was carried out to this optical disk from the

substrate side, Ra was smaller than Rc. That is, it is a high-to-low medium.

When asked for the reflection factor by optical count, the calculated value of Ra

of the calculated value of Rc was 6% 31% (wavelength is assumed to be 405nm).

(Evaluation of the recording characteristic in multiple-value record)

Multiple-value record was performed to this optical disk on an example 2 and

these conditions, and the recording characteristic was evaluated. As shown in

drawing 11 , the reflection factor was changed to eight steps, and octal record

was performed. In this example, although the minimum reflection factor and the

highest reflection factor are almost equivalent to an example 2, the level 1 which

is a high reflection factor most is in the condition crystallized completely.

Repeatedly and change of each reflection factor level was observed. [ optical

disk / this ] As shown in drawing 11 , after 100 repetition records, the reflection

factor of level 1 fell greatly and became octal multiple-value record with

unsuitable conditions.

[0081] (Evaluation of the recording characteristic in binary record) Next, the

binary record usual on these conditions was mostly performed to this optical disk

with the example 2, and the recording characteristic was evaluated. The above

condition, whenever it performs count over-writing of predetermined, a jitter is



measured, and it is Data, to The repetition recording rate (DOW cycle)

dependency of a clock jitter was evaluated. Consequently, although a jitter

hardly increased to about 2000 repetition records but 9% or less was maintained,

it got worse rapidly after that. Namely, since a jitter was conspicuous and did not

immediately get worse even if the reflection factor fell somewhat in the usual

binary record, 1000 repeat over-writing or more was possible also for this optical

disk. However, In multiple-value record, degradation by reflection factor fall was

hardly allowed, but has used it only about 100 times. Therefore, the medium of

this invention is effective in especially a multiple-value recording method.

[0082] [~ example 3; film surface incidence type; ~ on the transparence

substrate which consists of a polycarbonate with an AIN protective layer]

thickness of 1.1mm An Ag98Cu1Au1 alloy reflecting layer (BOnm), a Si02

diffusion prevention layer (5nm), The ZnS-Si02 2nd protective layer (30nm),

gennanium3ln5Sb67Te25 recording layer (12nm), the 1st protective layer

(30nm) of AIN, and an Ag98Cu1Au1 translucent layer (15nm) were formed in

this order by the sputtering method. Thermal conductivity of AIN is higher than

ZnS-Si02. Besides, the transparence enveloping layer (cover layer) with a

thickness of about 100 micrometers it is thin from ultraviolet-rays hardening resin

was formed further, and the optical disk was produced. In addition, the flute

width [ of 0.32 micrometers ], channel depth [ of 40nm ], and slot pitch



0.66micrometer slot is spirally formed in the substrate. Initialization actuation

was performed to this optical disk, and the recording layer was crystallized the

first stage. When incidence of the record playback light (wavelength of 402nm)

was carried out to this optical disk from the substrate side, Ra was larger than Rc.

That is, it is a low-to-high medium. When asked for the reflection factor by optical

count, the calculated value of Ra of the calculated value of Rc was 35% 12%

(wavelength is assumed to be 405nm).

[0083] About this optical disk, the recording characteristic was measured using

the wavelength of 402nm, and the optical disk evaluation equipment which has

the optical system of NA0.85. Incidence of the record playback light was carried

out from the film sur^ce side. The same division pulse recording method as an

example 1 was used for record. Record conditions were set to linear-velocity 5.7

m/s, record power Pw=3.7mW, elimination power Pe=1.7mW, bias power

Pb=0.3mW, 0.173 micrometers (the shortest mark length) of 2T mark length,

and reference clock frequency (1/T) =66MHz, and mark length modulation

record by the RLL (1 7) method was performed. Playback was performed by

linear-velocity 5.7 m/s and playback power Pr=0.3mW. Data after measuring a

jitter the above condition whenever it performs count over-writing of

predetermined, and making it binary through an equalizer to The repetition

recording rate (DOW cycle) dependency of a clock jitter was evaluated.



Consequently, the increment in a jitter is less than 1% to about 50,000 repetition

records, and it did not exceed 10%.

[0084] On the transparence substrate which consists of a polycarbonate with a

[example 4; film surface incidence type] thiclcness of 1.1mm An Ag98Cu1Au1

alloy reflecting layer (BOnm), a Si02 diffusion prevention layer (5nm), The

ZnS-Si02 2nd protective layer (30nm), germanium3ln5Sb67Te25 recording

layer (12nm), the ZnS-Si02 1st protective layer (25nm), the Si02 diffusion

prevention layer (5nm), and the Ag98Cu1Au1 translucent layer (15nm) were

formed in this order by the sputtering method. Besides, the transparence

enveloping layer (cover layer) with a thickness of about 100 micrometers it is thin

from ultraviolet-rays hardening resin was formed further, and the optical disk was

produced. In addition, the flute width [ of 0.32 micrometers ], channel depth [ of

40nm ], and slot pitch 0.66micrometer slot is spirally formed in the substrate.

Initialization actuation was performed to this optical disk, and the recording layer

was crystallized the first stage. When incidence of the record playback light

(wavelength of 402nm) was carried out to this optical disk from the substrate

side, Ra was larger than Rc. That is, it is a low-to-high medium. When asked for

the reflection factor by optical count, the calculated value of Ra of the calculated

value of Rc was 36% 12% (wavelength is assumed to be 405nm).

[0085] About this optical disk, the recording characteristic was measured using



the wavelength of 402nm, and the optical disk evaluation equipment which has

the optical system of NA0.85. Incidence of the record playback light was carried

out from the film surface side. The same division pulse recording method as an

example 1 was used for record. Record conditions were set to linear-velocity 5.7

m/s, 0.173 micrometers (the shortest mark length) of 2T mark length, and

reference clock frequency (1/T) =66MHz, and mark length modulation record by

the RLL (1 7) method was perfonned. Playback was performed by linear-velocity

5.7 m/s and playback power Pr=0.3mW. First, 10 times, and it reproduces after

that, and is Data, to The clock jitter was measured. When measured by changing

the record power Pw etc., in Pw=3.5mW, Pe=1.7mW, and Pb=0.3mW, the jitter

became min at about 8%. Next, when Pb and Pe were set constant and Pw was

changed, in the range of Pw=3.4mW**0.4mW, the jitter was about 9% or less.

[0086] Furthermore, it is Data when record playback was performed on

conditions (record power Pw=3.4mW, elimination power Pe=1.7mW, and bias

power Pb=0.3mW). to The clock jitter was as good as 9% or less. When an

over-write [ the same conditions
] repeatedly, the increment in a jitter was less

than 1% to about 50,000 repetition records. Next, on this disk, after irradiating a

record power Pw=3.4mW laser beam in direct current by linear-velocity 5.7 m/s,

the reflection factor of the exposure section was measured. When the reflection

factor of the crystal section after initializing a disk and performing over-writing



about 10 times was made into 100%, the reflection factor of tiie exposure

section was 114%.

[0087] [- example of comparison 4; film surface incidence type medium; - with

no translucent layer - an Ag98Cu1Au1 alloy reflecting layer (BOnm), a Si02

diffusion prevention layer (3nm), the ZnS-Si02 2nd protective layer (3nm),

germanium3ln5Sb67Te25 recording layer (12nm), and the ZnS-Si02 1st

protective layer (35nm) were formed by the sputtering method at this order on

the transparence substrate which consists of a polycarbonate with a] thicl<ness

of 1.1mm. Besides, the transparence enveloping layer (cover layer) with a

thicl^ness of about 100 micrometers it is thin from ultraviolet-rays hardening resin

was formed further, and the optical disk was produced. In addition, the flute

width [ of 0.32 micrometers ], channel depth [ of 40nm ], and slot pitch

0.66micrometer slot is spirally formed in the substrate. Initialization actuation

was performed to this optical disk, and the recording layer was crystallized the

first stage. When incidence of the record playback light (wavelength of 402nm)

was carried out to this optical disk from the substrate side, Ra was smaller than

Rc. That is, it is a high-to-low medium. When asked for the reflection factor by

optical count, the calculated value of Ra of the calculated value of Rc was 7%

32% (wavelength is assumed to be 405nm).

[0088] An example 4 and these conditions estimated this optical disk. Playback



was performed by linear-velocity 5.7 m/s and playback power Pr=0.3mW. First,

10 times, and it reproduces after that, and is Data, to The clock jitter was

measured. When measured by changing the record power Pw etc., in

Pw=3.8mW, Pe=1.7mW, and Pb=0.3mW, the jitter became min at about 9%.

Next, when Pb and Pe were set constant and Pw was changed, in the range of

Pw=3.8mW**0.4mW, the jitter was about 10% or less. Furthemiore, it Is Data

when record playback was performed on conditions (record power Pw=3.4mW,

elimination power Pe=1 .7mW, and bias power Pb=0.3mW). to The clock jitter

was as good as 9% or less. However, when an over-write [ the same conditions ]

repeatedly, the jitter increased notably by about 2000 repetition records.

[0089] [Related Example(s)] ~ the example of count is shown below about

optical / themial property of the medium of this invention, and the conventional

medium. In this invention, although Ra-Rc>=15% is made desirable by high

contrast, this is based on an actual measurement. This corresponds to

Ra-Rc>=20% in general with calculated value, the time of below changing the

thickness of a specific layer in specific lamination - calculated value -

Ra-Rc>=20% - it evaluates on the basis of whether an optical property is

obtained (high ~ do contrast or not?). Calculus is the general technique in

consideration of optical multiplex cross protection as shown in the "optical thin

film" (H. A.Macleod work, 1989.1 1.Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun 30 issue).



Wavelength of record playback light was set to 405nm. Any medium is a

low-to-high medium.

[0090] A recording layer and each complex index of refraction (actual

measurement) are as follows.

Complex index of refraction of recording layer A:ln3germanium5Sb69Te23

crystallized state Complex index of refraction of a 1.35-3.34i amorphous state

Complex index of refraction of 2.46-2.90i recording layer B:germanium2Sb2Te5

crystallized state Complex index of refraction of a 2.2-3.3i amorphous state The

3.1 -2. 1i 1st and 2nd protective layers shall consist of a dielectric, and absorption

shall not have a refractive index 2.32. As a protective layer which shows such a

refractive index, there is a protective layer which uses ZnS, tantalum oxide,

niobium oxide, an acid sulfuration yttrium, titanium oxide, etc. as a principal

component. The refractive index of Si02 used for a diffusion prevention layer is

1 .6 (actual measurement).

[0091] The reference value of the complex index of refraction (n-ik) for every

wavelength of Ag, Au, Cu, and aluminum is shown in Table -1 (Handbook of

Optical Constants of Solids, Edited by Edward D.Palik, Academic Press, Inc.,

1985, Orlando, Florida, USA). There is an about **10nm error in the shown

wavelength.

[0092]



[Table 1]

^-1
4 0 0 nm 6 5 0 nm
n k n k

Ag 0.173 1. 95 0. 14 4.15
Au 1. 66 1. 96 0.166 3.15
Cu 1.18 2.2 1 0.2 1 3.6 7

Al 0. 49 4. 86 1.4 7 7. 79

Moreover, various alloys and each complex index of refraction (actual

measurement) are as follows.

Ag alloy 0.089-2.03IAu alloy 1.66-1.96iCu alloy 1.18-2.21IAI alloy 0.39-3.621

[0093] A reflecting layer is taken as a thing thick to extent which can disregard

the transmitted light. If it is the range of 100-200nm of thickness, it is optically

practically equal. There shall be a transparence substrate of a refractive index

1 .56 in the incidence side of record playback light. The thickness of a substrate

shall be larger than the coherent length of an incidence laser beam enough, and

there shall be no multiplex interference within a substrate. Therefore, incidence

of the count top shall be carried out to multilayers from the medium of a

refractive index 1 .56.

(1) The 1st protective layer / recording layer / the 2nd protective layer / Ag alloy

reflecting layer (it is incidence about the 1st protective layer side to light)



This lamination that does not have a translucent layer is widely used with

erasable CD (CD-RW) etc. Hereafter, suppose that it is only called 4 lamination.

First, the recording layer A was used as a recording layer. Optical count of

Ra-Rc In the case of changing the thickness of a recording layer and changing

the thickness of the 1st and 2nd protective layers about each further was carried

out. This result is used as a contour map and it is shown in drawing 12 . In

drawing, (a), (b), (c), and (d) are the thickness 5 and 10 of a recording layer, and

the case of 15 or 20nm, respectively. The slash has shown the field which

becomes Ra-Rc>=20% in each drawing, i.e., a high contrast field. It is the same

as that of the following.

[0094] Next, the recording layer B was used as a recording layer. Optical count

of Ra-Rc at the time of changing the thickness of a recording layer and changing

the thickness of the 1st and 2nd protective layers about each further was carried

out. This result is used as a contour map and it is shown in drawing 13 . As

shown in drawing 12 , in a recording layer A, a high contrast field is very narrow,

and there is almost no margin of thickness and it is difficult to realize in practice.

On the other hand, as shown in drawing 13 , in a recording layer B, a high

contrast field exists in the about 40nm of the 1st protection layer membrane

thickness partly. Next, when a recording layer A is used for drawing 14 , it

considers as 12nm of record layer membrane thickness and the (a) reflecting



layer is used as Ag alloy, the result at the time of using the (b) reflecting layer as

aluminum alloy is shown. As for all, a contour map does not almost have a

difference, and most high contrast is not acquired. That is, it is almost impossible

to acquire high contrast with this configuration by the recording layer A to there

being a field which can acquire high contrast also by the low-to-high medium by

4 conventional lamination without a translucent layer by the recording layer B.

[0095] (2) translucent ~ a layer / the 1st protective layer / recording layer A / the

2nd protective layer / Ag alloy reflecting layer (it is incidence about a translucent

layer side to light)

First, the translucent layer was used as Ag alloy with a thickness of 1 5nm (voice

of this invention like fairly). Thickness of a recording layer was set to 12nm, and

optical count of Ra-Rc in the case of changing the thickness of the 1st and 2nd

protective layers was carried out. This result is used as a contour map and it is

shown in drawing 15 . Next, the result of having carried out optical count of the

translucent layer similarly as an aluminum alloy with a thickness of 5nm is shown

in drawing 16 . All can attain high contrast by the about 40nm of the 2nd

protection layer membrane thickness. That is, in order to obtain an optical

property equivalent to Ag alloy translucent layer in aluminum alloy translucent

layer, it is necessary to make thickness quite thin. However, with aluminum alloy

of 5nm of thickness, it is thought that there is almost no heat dissipation



effectiveness. Furthermore, Au alloy was used as a translucent layer. Optical

count of Ra-Rc in the case of changing the thickness of a translucent layer and

changing the thickness of the 1st and 2nd protective layers about each further

was carried out. This result is used as a contour map and it is shown in drawing

17 . In drawing, (a), (b), (c), and (d) are the thickness 5 and 10 of a translucent

layer, and the case of 15 or 20nm, respectively. The count result at the time of

using Cu alloy as a translucent layer similarly is shown in drawing 18 . That is, it

is difficult to acquire high contrast in Au alloy translucent layer and Cu alloy

translucent layer.

[0096] (3) Ag alloy - translucent - a layer / the 1st protective layer / recording

layer A / the 2nd protective layer / Ag alloy reflecting layer (a translucent layer

side to light - the voice of incidence and this invention - considerable [ like ])

Optical count of Ra-Rc in the case of changing the thickness of a translucent

layer and changing the thickness of the 1st and 2nd protective layers about each

further and the Rc was carried out. This result is used as a contour map and it is

shown in drawing 19 - drawing 25 . Respectively, they are the thickness 5, 10,

15, 20, and 30 of a translucent layer, and the case of 40 or 50nm. In drawing, (a)

and (b) are Ra-Rc and Rc, respectively. As for a high contrast field, as for all, the

2nd protection layer membrane thickness exists in the range which is 30-50nm

in general. The field used as Ra-Rc>=20% exists in the range of the 0-40nm of



the 1st protection layer membrane thickness. Moreover, the field used as 5

<=Rg<=15(%) exists in the range of the 25-45nm of the 1st protection layer

membrane thickness widely in general. If translucent layer membrane thickness

is 30nm or less, the field which fills both exists. Furthermore, if a translucent

layer becomes thick exceeding 40nm, a high contrast field will become small

rapidly. There is also almost no field used as Rc<=15(%).

[0097] (4) The 1st protective layer / recording layer A / the 2nd protective layer /

Ag alloy reflecting layer containing Ag alloy translucent layer/(Si02 diffusion

prevention layer) / sulfur (It is incidence about a translucent layer side to light)

Optical count of Ra-Rc in the case of changing the thickness of the 1st and 2nd

protective layers about each was carried out as 15nm of translucent layer

membrane thickness, Onm of diffusion prevention layer membrane thickness,

5nm, and 12nm of record layer membrane thickness. This result is used as a

contour map and it Is shown in drawing 26 . Drawing 26 (a) is the case where

there is Onm of no diffusion prevention layer membrane thickness, i.e., a

diffusion prevention layer, and drawing 26 (b) is the case of 5nm of diffusion

prevention layer membrane thickness (voice of this invention like fairly). Most

change of the optical property by the addition of a diffusion prevention layer is

not seen.

[0098]



[Effect of the Invention] By considering as the lamination of this invention in the

medium for phase change moid optical infonnation record, a jitter, a record

power margin, property degradation by repeat record, preservation stability, etc.

are improvable as compared with the medium of the record which consists of the

conventional lamination.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is an example of the lamination of the medium for optical

information record of this invention.

[Drawing 2] They are other examples of the lamination of the medium for optical

information record of this invention.

[Drawing 3] They are other examples of the lamination of the medium for optical

information record of this invention.

[Drawing 4] They are other examples of the lamination of the medium for optical

information record of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is drawing showing change of the impression condition of record

power, and the regenerative signal by it.



[Drawing 6] It is tlie explanatory view of an example of a division pulse recording

method.

[Drawing 7] 3T tooth-space jitter in the optical disk of an example 1 , record

power (a), and the graph that shows relation with repeat record (b).

[Drawing 8] 3T tooth-space jitter in the optical disk of the example 1 of a

comparison, record power (a), and the graph that shows relation with repeat

record (b).

[Drawing 9] 3T tooth-space jitter in the optical disk of the example 2 of a

comparison, record power (a), and the graph that shows relation with repeat

record (b).

[Drawing 10] The graph which shows the repeat recording rate dependency of

the reflection factor of the optical disk of an example 2

[Drawing 11] The graph which shows the repeat recording rate dependency of

the reflection factor of the optical disk of the example 3 of a comparison

[Drawing 12] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(1)

[Drawing 13] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(1)

[Drawing 14] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(1)



[Drawing 15] The example of optical cxjunt of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(2)

[Drawing 16] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(2)

[Drawing 17] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(2)

[Drawing 18] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(2)

[Drawing 19] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 20] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 21] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 22] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 23] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 24] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc



[Drawing 25] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(3), and Rc

[Drawing 26] The example of optical count of Ra-Rc of the example of reference

(4)

[Brief Description of Notations]

1 Translucent Layer

2 1st Protective Layer

3 Phase Change Mold Recording Layer

4 2nd Protective Layer

5 Metallic Reflective Layer

6 Eight Substrate

7 Cover Layer (Transparence Enveloping Layer)

9 Protection Coat Layer

11 12 Diffusion prevention layer


